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County Students Earn Dean's
List Recognition At University
A total of 1,234 undergraduate students
at Murray State University earned
recognition on the Dean's List for high
scholarship during the 1975 spring
semester.
Among that number are 257 who
achieved a perfect 4.00 academic standing.
Others on the Dean's List had grade point
standings between 3.30 and 4 00. Standings
are figured on the basis of 4 00 for A, 3.00
for B, 2.00 for C and 1.00 for D grades. .
Full-time undergraduate enrollment for
the spring semester was 4,753.
Records from the university's data
processing office show 43 students from
Calloway County with perfect scholastic
standings. They are: David Alexander,
Karen Alexander, Jadonna Allen, Jeri
Andrews, Katie Blalock, Diaua Boone,
Fayte Brewer, Waldo Brines, Jerry
Burkeen, Anthony Cassity, Deborah
Cathey, Kevin Cooper, Sarah Cooper, Jill
Craig.
Timothy Fannin, Georgiana Furgerson,
Charles Gale, Patricia George, Kerry
Gillihan, David Graham, Michael
Hamilton, .Janet Hart, Leah Hart, Pat
Hopson, Leslie Humphreys, Suzanne
Jones, Randy Linn, Cindy Lowe, Deborah
Miller, Susan Nanny, Sylvia Payne, John
Rayburn, Cynthia Readel, Holly Rudolph,
NEW ROTARIANS: Shown with Club President Ted Killington (Standing, left) are
the seven new members initiated into the Murray Rotary Club Thursday. They
are, seated from left jerry Key, manager, King's Den clothing store; Darold Keller,
pharmacist, Houston-McDevitt Clinic; Charles Walston, computer services
manager and Dr. Vernon Gantt, newly-named chairman of the Department of
Speech at Murray State. Standing, left to right: Killington; Fred Barber, real estate
broker Dr. Alien Moffitt, orthodontist, and Tom McNeeley, investment broker.
Their addition brings the club's membership to 101. It is one of the five largest in
the 53-club district to which it belongs.
Air Becomes Illegal
At Midnight Tonight
WASHINGTON ( AP) — At midnight
tonight the air in most of the United States
becomes illegal. It will be cleaner than it
used to be, bat not so clean as Congress has
ordered it to be.
Environmental Protection Ad-
Scattered. Showers
Considera tile clotklirtets' today, with
widely scattered showers and thun-
dershowers, and a high in the low and mid
70s. Clearing and cooler tonight, lows in
the low and mid 50s. Partly cloudy and
mild Sunday, highs in the low and mid 70s.
mmistrator Russell E. Train reported
Friday that only 89 of the nation's 247 Air
Quality Control Regions appear to be in
compliance with all of the five an-
ti-pollution standards legally required by
June 1, 1975.
The others appear likely to fall short, in
varying degrees, of one or more of the
standards for cleaning up airborne smoke
and dust, sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide,
smog, and nitrogen dioxide. The passing of
the deadline will not spark any sudden
crackdown by EPA on polluters, Train
said.
(See Air, Page 10)
Enthusiasm Runs
By NANCI PETERSON
Nearly seven months since moving day,
students, teachers, and principals are
more enthusiastic than ever about their
new Calloway County elementary schools.
"We all have a strong pride in our
facilities, and there has been no really
lestructive behavior in our buildings up to
.his ,time," said Bill Miller, Calloway
County school superintendent.
Echoing his statement, the three prin-
cipals, Bob Allen of East Elementary; Roy
Cothran of Southwest Elementary, and
Johnny Bohannan of North Elementary,
say both students and teachers have done
a magnificent job of adjusting to their
surroundings.
The move has allowed the three schools
to expand their programs, finally offering
physical education for all students at least
twice a week. In addition, basketball,
baseball and track are regular extra-
curricular activities, and the teams meet
in regular competition at the county high
school while their tracks are being con-
structed.
Even more important, at least in the
eyes of Cothran, is the increased emphasis
on reading courses. "Too many of our
students are being held back simply
because they can't read with com-
prehension. Ninety-nine'per cent of the
students could work math problems and
study science with no trouble if they un-
derstood what they read," he said.
"In a period of three years, I predict
there will be tremendous growth in our
reading program, as the pupils learn to
like reading, and all other programs will
follow suit. We want to be above the state
and national average for reading systems
and ranking," said the principal of South-
SUNNY DAYS OUTDOORS — Students at SCiuthwest Elementary, one of three
new elementary schools recently built by the Calloway County school system.
Various games and playground equipment are available to the youngsters. ,
Jennifer Spencer, William Steely, Johnny
Stockdale.
Penelope Terhune. Rebecca Terhune,
Peggy Visher, Christine Walker, Helen
Dingman and Ton& West.
Others on the Dean's List from Calloway
County include: David Abbott, Edd
Adams, William Adams, Robert Allen,
Steve Arant, Linda Arnold, Margaret
Battle, Victoria Bayne, Cathy Boren,
Thomas Bowers, Billy Brandon, Norma
Broach, Steven Brooks, Luanne Brown,
Clintor Burchett, Teresa Byerly, Jo
Chaney, Julie Christopher, Hollis Clark,
Kenneth Cleaver, Chris Clopton.
Bonnie Cohoon, Karen Crick, James
Crockett, Kathy Crowell, Joan Cornwell,
Philip Cunningham, Ginny Dalton, James
Deckard, Jane Devie, Harold Doran,
Henry Doran, Kathleen Doyle, Willie
Duncan, Jeffrey Ellison, Kathy Etherton,
Ela Falwell, Quentin Fannin, Rebecca
Fenton, Frances Finley, John Finley,
William Fisher, Jane Flaherty, Margee
Fleenor,_ Don Futrell.
Pamela Gray, David Hall, David
Hankins, Kathryn Hardie, Michael
Hendon, Thomas Hipp, Vicki Humphreys,
James Jarrell, Richard Jones, Thomas
Jones, Janey Kelso, Ronald King, Grant
Kodman, Rosemary Lamb, George
Landoll, Deborah Lee, Larry Lockart,
Richard Lowe, Larry Lyles, Connie Lyons,
Jeri Marsh, Link Martin, Katharine
Mason, Susan McCann, Karen McCuiston.
Cynthia McDaniel, Van McGinnis,
Gregory McKeel, Sharon Moojre, L.
Oliver, Richard Orr, Ronald Orr, Phillip
Owens, Karen Pricer, Steven Readel, M.
Reagan, Lela Reed, Kathy Rogers, Pete
Roney, Karen Russell, Sarah Sams, Gary
Sanders, James Scott, Steve Seaford,
Drane Shelley, Joy Shipwash, Carole
Simons, Phyllis Spann, Jackie Stanely,
Gina Starks.
Cynthia Stephens, Guy Stinson, Juana
.Stockdale, Ralph Story, James Sinter,
Charles Tackett;
Ward, Robert Waters, Donald West,
Rickie Williams, Donald Wisehart, Joyce
Wooden, Wanda Workman, Donna Wright,
Ursula Wutzke, Martha McManus, and
Michael Zinkovich.
_ I
PROCLAMATION SIGNED—Junked Car Removal Week has been declared for
the first week of June in Calloway County. Signed by Helen Spann, judge pro
tern, the proclamation dedicates the week to locating cars, and gaining per-
mission of owners for their remove),, Present for the occasion were (from left
Robin Bryan, 4-H teen club officer Helen Spann; Fred Gillum, county extension
agent: Gil Hopson, county magistrate, and Dan Shipley, 4-H council officer.
Rabies Clinic
R. L. Cooper, Administrator, Calloway
County Health Department, announced
today that rabies clinics will be set up in
various 'Sections of the county and at the
Health Center starting Wednesday, June 4.
These clinics are scheduled each year.
The local veterinarians and the—health
department personnel will assist in each of
these clinics. Kentucky law requires that
dogs and cats be vaccinated for rabies.
The fee for these clinics will be $2.
All pet owners should take advantage
of these clinics and make sure that all pets
are vaccinated," Cooper stated.
The following schedule will be followed:
Wednesday, June 4-9:00 a.m. Penny;
10:00 a.m. Stella: 11:00 a.m. Kirksey
Scheduled
School; 1:00 p.m. Almo School; 3:00 p.m.
Dexter; 4:00 p.m. Cooks Grocery; 5:00
p.m. Den Johnson Grocery; 7:00 p.m.
Health Center.
Thursday, June 5-9:00 a.m. Hazel
School; 10:00 a.m. Claytons Store; 11:00
a.m. New Providence; 1:00 p.m. New
Concord School; 2:00 p.m. Bonners
Grocery; 3:00 p.m. Lee's Grocery; 4:00
p.m. Donelsons Grocery; 5:00 p.m. Faxon
School; 7:00 p.m. Health Center.
Friday, June 6-9:00 a.m. Midway;
10:00 a.m. Crossland; 11:00 a.m. Mortons
Store; 1:00 p.m. Sinking Springs Church;
2:00 p.m. Lynn Grove; 4:00 p.m. Browns
Grove; 5:00 p.m. Coldwater; 7:00 p.m.
Health Center.




Murray State University has been
awarded a $20,000 grant by the National
Science Foundation for the purchase of
scientific equipment to improve un-
dergraduate instruction in geology,
chemistry and physics.
Dr. Pete Panzera, interim dean of the
College of Environmental Sciences, an-
nounced today that notification of funding
has been received from the NSF. He said
the university will provide $20,700 in
matching funds.
Dr. Peter Whaley, associate professor of
geology and project director, said the X-
ray equipment program to be financed by
the grant will enable the university to
improve the quality of undergraduate
science instruction by updating courses
and teaching laboratories.
A supporting staff of six faculty mem-
bers who teach upperdivision courses in
which the X-ray equipment will be used
includes the following: 
_
Dr. Buford Anderson, assistant
professor of physics; Dr. Armin L Clark,
associate professor of geology; Dr. Howell
R. Clark, professor of chemistry; Dr
Harry L Conley, associate professor of
chemistry; Dr. Robert C. Etherton,
professor of physics; and Dr. Melvin B.
Henley, associate professor of chemistry.
Whaley said contributions from local
industry were used to obtain the grant,
which will be administered by the Murray
State University Foundation.
Murray State was one of 388 colleges and
universities awarded more than $4.5
million in grants by the NSF this year, the
greatest dollar amount in any year since
1969.
A total of 884 institutions submitted 1,891
proposals requesting almost $19 million
this year. Successful proposals, according
to the NSF, demonstrated planning to
improve content and focus of utiL
dergraduate science instruction and a
need for scientific equipment to im-
plement these improved courses.
Since the program was initiated 13 years
ago, the NSF has assisted 1,200 institutions
through 7,372 grants totaling $68.5 million.
Unofficial Recanvass Reveals Stephens Arid Yeiser
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP — Fayette
County Judge Robert Stevens wan the
Democratic nomination for attorney
general by more than 3.600 votes over for-
mer Kentucky public defender Anthony M.
Wilhoit after an unofficial recanvass of the
state by the Kentucky Election Service.
The recanvass Friday also showed Win-
chester agribusinessman Beverly G.
Yeiser leading former natural resources
caialinisStaner Tom Harris by 101 .vPtes in —
the agriculture commissioner's race.
The recanvass by the election service
counted all but two of Kentucky's 3,303
precincts. The two precincts are in Jef-
ferson County and have four registered
Democrats, according to figures from the
secretary of state's office.
The unofficial tally showed Stephens
with 62,133 votes and Wilhoit with 58,445 in
the attorney general's race with 99.9 per
cent of the precincts counted.
In agriculture commissioners race,
Yeiser had 60,698 votes and Harris had
60,597.
The recanvass indicated agifferent win-
ner in the 3rd District railroad com-
missioner's race. Robert Damron had ap-
peared the victor, but the recanvass
showed Jimmy (Gabe) Turner a 707-vote
winner.
The tally—with 1.085 or 1,085 precincts
counted—was 12,919 votes for Turner to
12,212 for Damron.
The Kentucky Election Service was for-
med in 1966 by The Associated Press and
United Press International to tabulate the
state's vote on election night for the two
news services. The election service
provides its returns to the news services,
who then distribute them to the
newspapers. and broadcast stations they—
serve.
The election service gathers returns
from Kentucky's 120 counties and
tabulates them on a computer in
Louisville.
Kit Kincade, manager of the election
High In County Elementary
Constructed from the same ar-
chitectural plans, each school has the
lower grades, one through five, housed in
triangular and doorless rooms, part of
what is called a four-unit "pod". Part of
the open classroom concept, these pods
are parhaps even more quiet than the old
school buildings.
"Our teachers are a bit apprehensive
when we moved in, but we've all adjusted
well, and no one notices the lack of doors
anymore," said Bohannon of North
Elementary. He was principal at the
Kirksey Elementary school before the
recent consolidation, and has been in the
system four years.
Agreeing that the goal of the elementary
school is a successful high school
• 
graduate, the principals meet at least once
a month. "There has been no animosity
between pupils from different com-
OLD BOOKS ON NEW SHELVE --01c1 library books moved into the new coun-
ty elementary schools along with their youthful patrons. North elementary
students check out their own book occasionally, as pictured.
west Elementary. .
Another series of offerings available in
the new schools for the upper grades. stx
through eight, is the exploratory coursen,_
These courses, which include journalism,
arts and crafts, speech, business, home
economics, guitdr and others, ma Y be
chosen by students depending on trier
interests.
"Our course choices have been verY
favorably received this year, and we plan
to add a few selections next yeariPes64*---
junior typewriIing and a foreign
language," said Allen from East
Elementary. 
"Most of our landscaping has bey!) dons
by the pupils, and I'm sure has
something to do with their pride in their
surroundings and cooperation in keeping
our buildings nice," he added.
In order to make such courses available
the school day has been divided into seven
periods where there were six, and the
music, physical education and speech
therapy classes give individual teachers a
planning period each day, a luxury never
affordable in the old system.
An advantage to planning time is the,
composition of a currtcututtrgulda Tet Tar--
the schools. This "much needed" item cidll
tell each teacher what the children in their
grade is responsible for knowing in the
next grade. Presently there is no written
standard for each grade's progress
Winners
service and Kentucky bureau chief for The
Associated Press, said the recanvass re-
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Opinion Page 3
Sports 6,7
Fins 'N Feathers  4,5
Comics, Crossword 8
Classifieds 8,9
Deaths & Funerals  10
Schools
munities, and that's one thing we're proud
of," said Cothran, who has spent 10 years
in the system, and the past three years as
principal at Hazel Elementary.
Also noticeable is the lack of ferocity
between the schools. There's competetive
spirit, but its not as fierce as it was
before," added Allen who was appointed
following his principalship at New Con-
cord. He joined the Calloway County
school system in 1965.
Housing a fluctuating total of 1838
students, the schools have 79 full-time
teachers and several mobile specialists ,
which teach two or three periods per day in
each school.
Built at an approximate cost of
$2,482,000, the schools are model modern
facilities, and are frequently visited by
those interested in constructing similar
structures in their school systems.
LOOK AT THAT!—Students at East Elementary study paper mache dolls made
in a craft class at the school. Such programs are present in all the schools since
the new buildings were occupied in October, and are a great success according
to the three elementary orincipals. (Photos tts Nandi Peterson)
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LCOMIRUNITViCALENDAR 
Saturday, May 31
Fish supper will be held at the
Chestnut Grove AME Church
starting at 5:30 p.m. Chicken
and pie will also be served.
Kentucky Lake Country
Music Barn will have its grand
opening program at eight p.m.
Sunday, June 1
Homecoming and memorial
day services will be held at
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church.
Homecoming will be held at
Goshen United Methodist
Church with Rev. Charles Lynn
Parker speaker at the morning
worship.
Old Salem Baptist Church will
have its first year anniversary
observance.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Jones will
have open house at their home
on Murray Route Three from
two to five p.m. in celebration of
their golden wedding an-
niversary.
United Daughters of Con-
federacy will host the 167th
birthday celebration of Jef-
ferson Davis at the monument
at Fairview with a barbeque at
11-.30 eat. and program at 1:30
p.m.
McDaniel Cemetery will have
its homecoming for upkeep of
the grounds.
Monday, June 2
First Baptist Church Women
groups will meet as follows:
Kathleen Jones with Miss Hazel
Tarry at her home at 7:15 p.m.,
and Lottie Moon at the lounge at
church at 7:30 p.m.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p.m.
LaLeche League will meet at
the home of Carol Yates at eight
p.m.
Recovery. Inc., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
7:30 p.m.
ALsteen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
Retired Teachers Association
will meet at nine a.m. for
breakfast at Perkins Pancake
House.
Monday, June 2
Esther Class of Memorial
Baptist Church will meet with
Adeline Wilson at 7:30 p. m.
Acteens of Memorial Baptist
Church will meet at the Murray
City Park at 7:30 p. m.
Tuesday, June 3
Ann Hasseltine Class of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at Perkins Pancake House
at 6:30 p. m.
First Baptist Church WMU
WM Meet at the church atrune
a.m.
MEI WED- • 7S3-1314 
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Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. T. N. McDougal at
two p.m. with Mrs. Taz Roberts
as cohostess and Mrs. Vernon
Riley giving the program.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.
Licensed Practical Nurses
will meet in the conference
room of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at seven p.m.
Murray II'OPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
p.m.
Wednesday, June 4
Ladies Day luncheon will be
served at Oaks Country Club at
noon with Doris Rose and Linda
Adams as chairmen of
hostesses. Bridge will be at nine
a.m. with Jean Ann Outland as
hostess, and golf at nine a.m.
with Murrelle Walker as
hostess.
Women's George Hart In-
vitational Golf Tournament will
be at the Murray County Club:
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake -4410
FOR MONDAY, JUNE 2, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Your planets now stimulate
initiative, ;- i1i help
you to handle tedious tasks with
a brighter spirit. Use your
talents astutely. "
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Try to have a talk with in-
dividuals important to your
interests. A bit of diplomatic
maneuvering could have fine.
results. But avoid intrigue.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Mercury beneficent. Under
such fine influences, you should
be alert, eager and enthusiastic.
Especially favored: writings
and all forms of communi-
dation.-
CANCER •
(June 22 to 'July 23) 490
You may be concerned about
certain angles of a situation.
Insight IS available, but you'll
need the help and knowledge of
tin expert to attain it.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 41244-g
A hunch could pay off now —
especially in career matters.
But be sure you are seeing
persons and situations in .a
realistic light.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
An old acquaintance will do
you a very good turn — quite
unexpectedly. In fact, your
relationships with others,






FOR SUNDAY, JUNE 1, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) "e014
A sense of responsibility and
pluck will be needed now.
Situations may not work out as
expected. Don't panic; step
cautiously, knowingly.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 64t1C,
This day should turn out
satisfactorily if you are master
of your emotions under all
circumstances. Especially fa-
vored: travel and outdoor in-
terests.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21 n4011-
Bow to the demands of the
immediate present until you
have time to really plan a new
and more profitable- touree.
Sharpen your fine mental gifts.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Take unusual situations in a
philosophical way and whatever
surprises there are will show
their advantageous side
quickly. Only the pessimist sees
the gloomy side.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
What is significant to you may
not be to others, so be careful
how you express your views and
don't PRESS for results.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23 )
Dena anticipate problems.
Study, think, act in a careful
manner. Mixed influences
prevail, so be mindful. Avoid
gossips and rumor-mongers.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Aril
Day should prove stimulating
in many ways, many areas. One
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Now thru July 3rd
Reserve Performance Tickets available for—
Fr,.-Sat.-Sun. 7:15 Features 'Buy up to .
week in advance at Cine Boxoffice 7 to 10 Nitel
will now take on added im-
portance.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) sna
Personal relationships under
something of a cloud. Be
especially careful in family
discussions lest emotional
tensions build up. 
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Ille'eV
A good day for business en-
terprises. You may get some
information you have been
seeking for some time. Don't
make decisions hastily, how-
ever.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
One of your top days for at-
tainment, but strengthen
present status before tackling
new ventures. Use that ex-
traordinary good judgment of
yours.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Curb a present tendency to
"borrow" trouble. Tact and a
firm handling of your program
can control situations and bring
you the dividends due.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
ekti
A mixed day. Job associates
are in tune with your efforts
right now, but you can expect
_some ups and downs in a
romantic situation.
FtscEs
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A deal made with important
persons should up your status,
bring gains. Just be sure you
are aware of every angle.
nt,e1P
Do not be deceived by high-
sounding promises. Study
persons and situations with
your usual keen perception,
then act as your best judgment
dictates.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )I W
Keep emotions under control
and do not make drastic or
needless changes on the spur of
the moment.
CAPRICORN tAe
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) WWI'
A day for listening! Some-
thing hinted at will be of more
importance than what is ac-
tually said; may put your
thoughts on an entirely new
track.
AQUAIIIUS
- 4-Attr. 21 to Feb. l'at
A bit of daring "couldpay off
now. Don't hesitate to try
unique ideas, methods. You're
thinking along the right lines.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)XC'
Objectivity and a strong sense
of realism needed. Don't look
for much cooperation from
others and dan't count on luck to
help you hurdle possible
barriers to your goals.
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely versatile and can
build a luminous career in any
one of many fields; could even
make an avocation highly
remunerative. Your individ-
ualism is outstanding and you
have the ability to attract
people to you on sight. You love
travel for its own sake; could,
therefore, succeed in any line
which involves both travelling
and dealing with great numbers
of persons. You are endowed
with a remarkably retentive
memory and would make a
most successful journalist or
writer on almost any subject.
Other fields in which you could
shine: music, the stage ( as
actor, playwright or director),
aviation or any of the. con_._
munication media. Birthdate
of: Brigham Young, leader of
the Mormons; Johe Masefield,
Eng. poet laureate, novelist,
playwright; Marilyn Monroe,
film star; Pat Boone, pop
singer.
A Consumer Tip
trom Extension Specialists at
. the UK College of Agriculturir
Cuts of grass-fed beef, now
available in many super-
markets, should not be
cooked the same as regular.
grain-fed beef. It's easy to dry
out grass-fed beef because it
is so lean, UK Extension
foods specialists note. Braise
uc , round, tipM rump,
roasts slowly. Brown, season, -
cover, and cook them ;with Y.
to Y2 cup liquid for 2% to 3%
hours, deoehding on sire.
Kentucky Federation Of Republican
Women To Meet Cumberland Falls
The Kentucky Federation of
Republican Women will hold
their 1975 state convention at
Cumberland Falls State Park,
Corbin, June 12 and 13. Mrs.
Robert E. Gillis, KFRW
president, 2413 Silverbrook
Ave., Louisville, will open the
convention at 12100 noon, June
12 at the Governors' luncheon.
At 6:30 p.m. a reception




The First District Congress of
Parents and Teachers will have
its Spring Conference on
Monday, June 2, at seven p. m.
at Ken Bar Inn, Marshall Co.
Registration will be from 6:30-
7:00 in the Barkley Room.
Mrs. Melvin Earles,
president, will preside over
the meeting. The devotion will
be given by Mrs. Henry An-
derson, spiritual life chairman.
Board members will be in-
troduced and PTA presidents
will give a report of their ac-
tivities for the year.
Awards will be presented and
_ a Life Membership will be
given. Officers for the 1975-76
school year will be elected and
installed.
All schools are urged to send
representatives to this very





By Abigail Van Buren
C II/5 by Chicago Tribmnr+ I Nome tynd Irte
DEAR ABBY: I love to travel. I've been in 48 states,
Mexico, Canada and the Holy Land. I especially like to
travel by bus so I can get a close look at the scehery, but
I've reached the point where I would almost rather stay
home than get stuck sitting next to some of the folks I've
come across on my trips.
Invariably, my seat, partner wants to get acquainted in a
hurry, 50 he (or she) starts to tell me his life history. Then
outcomes the snapshots of the whole family. Some even tell
me personal things about their lives, which are of no interest
to me. These confessions take hours, and since I will never
see these people again, a whole segment of my vacation has
been wasted. Usually the bus is full, and I can't move to
another seat.
I have tried to escape from these nonstop talkers by
—burying my nose in a book- or- pretending to "nap —but
then I'm depriving myself of the scenery. I wish Nid the
courage to say, "Please shut up—you are boring me!" But I
am basically a nice person (or a coward) and can't do that.
So, Dear Abby, what should I do?
- LIKES PEACE AND QUIET
DEAR LIKES: Turn to your seat partner at the
beginning of the trip and say, "I hope you're not expecting
conversation, because I am hard of hearing. Unless he (or
she) knows sign language, you're home free.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are Mormons who
abstain from the use of tobacco, alcohol, coffee and tea.
I am planning a party for my mother, who is visiting me
from out of town, and I don't want to serve the
above-mentioned items. I also don't wish to provide for
smokers, even though many of my friends, including my
mother, are not Mormon.
My mother says it would be a terrible faux pas for me not
to serve tea or coffee. She even offered to serve it herself and
buy it if it would relieve me of the responsibility of seeming
to approve of it by having it in my home. I told her I felt
that I would be compromising my belief.
My question: Is she correct? Or am I?
PUZZLED IN PHOENIX
DEAR PUZZLED: I am informed that the Church of the
Latter Day Saints leaves it up to the individual. The church
has no ruling. With so many fine coffee substitutes
available, you could surely serve one.
DEAR ABBY: Help! How does a terrible housekeeper
learn to keep a reasonably neat house? Don't tell me to force
myself to do my housework before my pleasurable jobs. I
sew a lot and do things with my children (like coloring,
playing games and working puzzles), but I find myself
letting my housework go.
The kids always have clean clothes and good meals, but
my house is a wreck! There must be a smooth routine or
method in a book somewhere, but I'm too ashamed to ask
for it—after 10 years of marriage.
HOPELESS IN ILLINOIS
DEAR HOPELESS: Nobody's hopeless. First, teach
your children to hang up their clothes (when they're old
enough) and put away their toys before going to bed. Don't
eat (or let anyone else eat( anywhere but in the kitchen or
dining room. Don't let the children undress anywhere
except in their bedroom. (This goes for shoes, too.)
After breakfast, wash the dishes immediately, so they
won't stack up.
Don't ever set anything down. Put it where it belongs!
Give one room a thorough cleaning every day, and dust
and sweep the other rooms.
And if your house isn't always a model for "House
Beautiful," don't worry. Doing things with your kids pays
bigger dividends than being the neatest housekeeper on the
block.
Everyone has a problem What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose_ stamped. 4elf-it4tfressed enveloPe. P1" -
Hate to writt letters.' Send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
king, self-addressed. stamped 120t1 envelope.
•
and Mrs. Mary Brooks,
Director of the United States
Mint, will be held; followed by a
banquet at 7:30 p.m. at which
Mrs. Brooks will be the guest
speaker.
The agenda for June 13 in-
cludes a 9:00 a.m. business
session and 12:30 luncheon with
Dr. Phillip Guarino, Deputy
Director of the Republican
National Committee, as guest
speaker. At 6:30 p.m. there will
be a reception honoring all
candidates and guests; followed
by a banquet. New KFRW of-
ficers will be installed and
Robert Gable, Republican
candidate for governor will be
the principal speaker.
Reservations may be made
to: Mrs. Frank H. Catron, 110





shower honoring Miss Rita
Wilson, June 21st bride-elect of
Randy Elkins, was held
Tuesday, May 20, at seven p.m.
,in the Community Room of the
Murray Federal Savings and
Loan Building.
The hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. Guy Henton and Mrs.
Anna flennett. Miss Ginger
Bennett registered the guests.
The gifts were placed on a
table overlaid with a white cloth
decorated with pink ribbon with
pink streamers hanging
overhead.
After the honoree opened her
gifts, refreshments of
homemade cakes and punch
were served from the table
decorated in the color scheme of
white and pink.
Approximately thirty persons
were present or sent gifts.
To Be Wed.
Miss Norma Kaye Wells
and Vernon C. Mitchell
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Wells of Murray announce the engagainent
and approaching marriage of their only daughter, Norma Kaye,
to Vernon C. Mitchell, son of Rev. and Mrs. John Mitchell, Sr . , of
St. Louis, Mo.
A graduate of Murray State University, Miss Wells received her
B. S. in nursing this spring, and was a member of the Kentucky
Association of Nursing Students. One of 12 semi-finalists in the
Miss Murray State University pageant, she attended Murray
University School and was awarded a scholarship from the Zeta
Department of the Murray Woman's Club for her first year of
college.
Mr. Mitchell, a 1974 graduate of Phillips University in Enid,
Okla., is presently employed by the St. Louis County Public
School System, and teaches history at the Kinlock Junior High
School.
Scheduled for 11 a. m. on Saturday, July 26, the ceremony will
take place at the Memorial Baptist Church on Main Street in
Murray, and will be performed by the groom-elect's father. Only
out-of-town invitations will be sent, and all friends and relatives
are invited to attend the marriage, and the reception immediately





But we do an awful lot of work in trees.
Not because we like to or want to, but be-
cause we have to in order to protect your
electric service. Limbs and trees that could
fall and break a power line must be re-
moved.
You can do us both a favor if you'll plant
trees well away from electric wires. This way
you get the benefit of the tree. We're spared
the costly task of cutting on it. And we can
leave logging to the loggers.
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Letters To The Editor
Thanks From Hazel Club
Dear Editor:
We would again like to thank the many
merchants and citizens from the Hazel and
Murray area who have helped to make our
annual Senior Citizens luncheon such a
success.
With Air help, we were able once again
totsaapeleare" to a very special group of
in our community. Their gifts and
favors were a way of saying they too
cared. We will remember them when we
shop and do business and we believe they
deserve recognition for contributing to
better relationships in our community.
Our special thanks go to Perkins Pan-
cake House, The Furniture Mart, Kings
Den, Wild Raspberry, Jewel Art, Kroger,
Cooks Jewelry, TV Service Center, Kent-
Wright (lass Co., Buckingham-Ray, Ltd.,
Chuck's Music Center, Roses, Big B
Cleaners, Town and Country, Scotts, The
Shoe Tree, The Place,
Treasure House, Gene & Jo's Flowers,
Shirley's Florist, The Cherrys, Ryan's
Shoe Store, Holland Drugs, Pool Office
Equipment, Bunny Bread, Murray One
Hour Cleaners, The Mademoiselle Shop,
Murray-Calloway Co:-. Coop., Taylor
Motors, The Speciality Shop, Uncle
Willie's Trading Post,
Nesbitt Fabric Shop, The Smart Shop,
Singer Sewing Center, Say-Rite,
R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
Michelson's Jewelry, Johnson's Grocery,
The Youth Shop, Jim Fain Motors, Hazel
U-Tote-Em Store, Corvette Lanes, The
College Shop, Tidwell Paint Store, J & B
Music, Dor-Mae Fashions, Special Oc-
casion, Ltd.,
The Showcase, Pet World, Juanita's
Flowers, The Gallery, Dairy Queen,
George Hodge and Son, Inc., Lindsey's
Jewelry, Burger Queen, Burger Chef,
Storey 's, IGA, Starks Hardware, Enix
Interiors, Christian Book Store, Thomas
II, Corn-Austin, Littleton's, Wallis Drug
Store, Dale Se Stubblefield,
Lerman's, Ward-Elins, Hughes Paint
Store, Sunshine Health Foods, Parker
Food, Federal Savings and Loan, Parker's
Grocery, Big K, Kentucky Fried Chicken,
Poppy Shoppe, Holiday Inn, Paul Dunn's
Grocery,
Bud Myers Barber Shop, Western Auto,
National Stores, .Weaiter Popcorn, Hudy'it,
Restaurant, Adams Shoe Store. Jerry4s --
Restaurant, Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home, and the Max Churchill Funeral
Home.
We hope we have not fogotten anyone.
The people who attended our luncheon
were aware of where every gift came
from. They were grateful and so are we.
Thank you for caring.
Mrs. Gerald Gallimore, president
The Haiel Woman's club
Old Timers' Baseball
Dear Editor:
In baseball once a year there is an "Old
Timers Day" and now there is a possibility
of a Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens Men and Women's Softball team.
I say a possibility because the formation
and success of the teams depend upon the
interest shown by the Senior Citizens.
I do not want the Senior Citizens to think
that this only for the individuals who are
physically able. There are many other
4.
Let's Stay Well
roles that can be played such as coaches,
score keepers, umpires, and even
cheerleaders.
This program will be in cooperation with
the Murray City Park Recreation
Department.
Any interested Senior Citizen may call
the office at 753-0929. It can be a lot of fun





Posture -- the position of the
- body arid limbs -- merits our
regular attention. Whether sit-
ting or standing, posture often
mirrors our physical health and
attitude of mind.
Regular use of muscles helps
them maintain their strength
and tone as they contract to hold
the skeleton erect and inove as
from place to place.
Weight-bearing over a period
of years gradually damages the
joints, especially in the lower
limbs and spine Damage is
usually slower if weight is not ex-
cessive and if a normal-posture
is maintained
Allowing the spine to slump
encourages stress on its liga-
ments. cartilages and bones. Sit-
; ting and walking erect make for
a More even distribution of
By F.J.L. Blassingame, ME).
weight
Good posture assists in main-
taining adequate breathing and
assuring a better oxygen supply
and a disposition of carbon diox-
ide. Chest expansion and con-
traction can be impaired by poor
pasture. and such impairment
interferes with the bellow-like
action of the chest. Normal chest
wall movements in breathing
aid the circulation of the biood
and enhance appropriate ven-
tilation of the lungs.
I recan visiting West Point
Military Academy and watching
the cadets as they stood or
walked about. They exhibited
perfect poe4ure. I itOticed that
their upper limbs were slightly
flexed at elbows, causing the
forearms and hands to be car-
ried slightly forward. A moment
Lditonals and opiruonatecl articles on this page are presented for
tne purpose of priwithrig a forum for thelree exchange of differing
opinions letters to the editor in response to editorials and
opinionated articles are encouraged
The editors t this newspaper strongly believe that to lunit
opinionated articles to only those which parrallel the editorial
Philosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented by an individual writer in a column, to respond
with their feelings on the particular issue being discussed
OPINION PA GE
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How can national health insurance
legislation be implemented under the
present situation whereby it appears
payroll taxes must be raised to maintain
Social Security and at the same time huge
increases in malpractice insurance
threatens to make medical costs
prohibitive?
This will be a major issue of discussion
at the conference of small and independent
business called by Wilson JohnSon,
president of the National Federation of
Independent Business June 15-18 in the
Washington-Hilton, Washington, D. C.
Heading the panel discussion will be Dr.
Richard M. Bailey, Associate Professor of
Health Economics, of the School of Public
Health at the University of California in
Berkeley. Dr. Bailey has also been for
several years a consultant to Faculty
Associates, headed by Joseph Fee which
was conducted continuous research into
small business problems for the past
several years for the NFIB.
Participating with Dr. Bailey will be
Representative Al Ullman,, of Oregon.
Chairman of the House Ways and Means
Committee, Senator William Brock of
Tennessee, a member of the Senate
Finance and Small Business Committee,
and Caspar Weinberger, Secretary of the
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare.
Dr. Bailey due to his work with the NFIB
is one of the nation's foremost economists
on small business problems as well as a
specialist in the field of medical
economics.
After winning a degree as a Doctor of
Business Administration at Indiana...,:::„.„...T
10. 1, ,,„,,, ..... . ,,,,,,„„,......„,:„...:......: :::::::::::::::- 10 Years Ago
University, he has specialized in the health
field teaching courses both at Indiana and
Berkeley on labor economic problems in
the health manpower field, analysis of
health service processes, and the ap-
plication of cost-benefit techniques in the
allocation of health resources.
He has also served on the staff of the
Council of Economic Advisors, as chief
economist in the policy planning division
of NASA, and is a member of the American
Economics Association and the American
Public Health Association.
In view of the current situation, this
promises to be one of the most interesting
sessions of the three day conference that
will include as luncheon speakers Mayor
Joseph Alioto of San Francisco, famed for
his civil prosecution of antitrust violations
and' who also is current president of the
National Mayors' Conference, former
California Governor Ronald Reagan, and
Alabama Governor George Wallace.
The battle lines on national health in-
surance have been drawn for quite some
time. The two major plans proposed so far
at the government level both proposed a
one per cent tax on the employer and a
three per cent tax on the employer payroll.
The biggest difference between the two
plans is that the democratic forces are
considered behind a move to operate
national health insurance under a system
similar to Social Security, while the op-
posite party has long favored handling of
Isn't It The Truth
Our Congress in session is once again
treating us to a mixture of the most con-
fusing and self-serving legislative broil it
is the indulgence of Americans to un-
derstand, disbelieve, disallow, discredit
and regretfully accept.
Sgt. First Class Wilton H. Jackson is
undergoing extensive Army Training
Tests at Hanau, Germany.
Deaths reported are Taz Ezzell of
Murray who was killed today in an
automobile accident near Benton, and
Joseph C. Miles who died May 29 at Fort
Myers, Fla.
Harold Shoemaker has been appointed
business manager of The Shield, Murray
State College yearbook.
John W. Frost, Jr., received his M. D.
degree from. the School of Medicine at
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.,
on May 30.
Mrs: TA lotank itirif' a Murray was
installing officer at the Laurel Oak Garden
Club meeting at Mayfield.
20 Years Ago
A large delegation of Murrayans at-
tended the Happy Valley District Fish Fry
yesterday at the Boy Scout Reservation Ott
Jonathan Creek.
Judge J. J. Thompson, mother of Mrs.
Frank Holcomb of Murray, died this
morning at Paris, Tenn.
New officers of the Murray Training
School Chapter of the Future Farmers of
America are Donald Crawford, Dale
Barnett, Robert Barrett, Dan Billington,
Wells Owen, arid Jery Hale.
_ The North Pleasant Grove Ciunberland
Presbyterian church will have its annual
Sunday School picnic at Paris Landing
State Park on June 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Lawson and son,
Gregg, of Ashland have been the guests of
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Lawson
and Mr. and Mrs. Shannon Ellis.
of reflection led me to realize
that flexed elbows resulted from
holding their shoulders up and
back
I suggest that you stand before
a mirror and study your posture.
A side view is often more shock-
ing than a frontal view. Try to
copy the West Point cadet and
notice the difference in ap-
pearance. in breathing and \ in
comfort. Such an experience
may encourage you to practice
better posture if you have a
problem.
Mrs. C. L wants to know if
her husband, who is a cardiac
and on a low-sodium diet, can
take wine
A:" Wines are low in sodium
content, and usually they can be
included in the diets of cardiac
BLASINGAME
patients. I suggest that you dis-
cuss this matter with y•our pnYsi-
clan. He may have other reasons
why your husband should riot use
wine.
Q. Mrs. E S. worries hecaU9e
one of her sons, now 10 years okt
occasionally wets his bed at
night. She desires sugestlans
regarding a medicinf.
might help him.
A: Medicines are aii[abile,
which could be helpful. but it is
more important that you have
his urine examined and that he
see a physician so that he can
determine whether your son has
some defect in his urinary !rad
that should be done befoo t" ing
medicines for relief.
limo m.o., • • •
30 ears Ago
Sgt. Ruble Dunn, son of Mrs. Bertie
Dunn and the late A. G. Dunn, was killed in
action on May 22 in the South Pacific,
according to the message received by his
mother.
The Murray Swimming Pool on South
Fourth Street will be open to the public on
June 4.
Deaths reported are James Albert
Styles, age 61, 0. E. Chunn, Mrs. Betty
Reid, age 79, and James Thomas Parker,
age 69.
Honor graduates of .1Murr.ay Training
School this year are Nancy Wolfson,
valedictorian, Virginia Sue Wilkerson,
salutatorian, Hazel Henson, Virinia Sue
Holland, Clarence Ray Horton, Rosemary
Jeffrey, Losetta Morris, Harry Neale,
Edwin Dale Riggins, Betty Shroat,
Dorothy Nell Smith, Rob Eugene Smith,
and Joe Pat Trevathan.
Rev. Robert E. Jarman of Cleveland,
Term., has been called as minister of the
First Christian Church, Murray.
Births reported this week include a girl
to Sgt. and Mrs. Edwin Thurmond on May
9, girl to Pvt. and Mrs. Elisha Orr on May
24, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Wilson
on May 25.
40 Years Ago
Three more persons are taking treat-
ment for -rabies as a result of treating a
rabid cow.
Deaths reported are Dr. A. D. Russell of
Dover, Term., "Uncle Tom" Gardner. age
78, Tobe Allbritten, age 87, and Jim Hart,
age 75.
The deeds have been prepared and the
money is available for the securing of the
right of way for the Murray and Bell City
Road.
Murray State's new stadium is nearing
completion.
Homecoming has been planned for
former students of Stone School on June 6
when J. B. Hutson and Dr. R. T. Wells will
be speakers.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Vt. Miller celebrated
their golden wedding anniversary oti_May
26.
Marriages reported this week include
Martha Reed Kennedy to Laverne Wallis,
April 22, Mildred Farris to Joe Wilmuth,
May 22, and Kathryn Butterworth to
James Sims, May 18.
Bible Thought
For the Fathel himself loveth
you, because ye-have loved me,
and have believed that I came out
from God. John 16:27.
Jesus is, indeed, the Son of God.
Because we can believe this fact
of faith, God's love is known in a
very special way. It all depends
on the choice we make.
such a plan by established private in-
surance plans.
There is also a third plan that has been
proposed by the American Medical
Association called "medicredit' which
would permit people to deduct health in-
surance premiums fully from their income
tax payments, with the general treasury
paying the premiums for those without a
taxable income.
Further complicating the issue today is
the large number of unemployed whose
company medical benefits expired when
they were laid off.
Generally, the position of the smaller
and independent business operators is that
they cannot afford any more payroll taxes.
This is perhaps one of the fundamental
differences between what is known as big
business and small business. While it is
assumed big business can pass these
added costs along to the ultimate con-




Dispose Qf Junk Cars
At the 1974 National Governors' Con-
ference in Seattle, the issue of national
health insurance occupied a prominent
place on the agenda with the various
governors expressing varying viewpoints:
Since that time, however, unem-
ployment, the threatened curtailment of
medical facilities due to the high cost of
malpractice insurance, as well as the
condition of the Social Security fund have
all added new elements to the situation.
A survey conducted by the NFIB
recently indicated that 53 per cent of the
independent business enterprises afford
some type of health insurance for em-
ployees either paid in full by the employer,
or on a shared premium cost basis.
The small business conference will also
include on the agenda matters such as tax
reform, retirement plans for the self-
employed, the energy outlook as well as a
panel discussion on the future of the
American economy tis viewed by today's
college students.
Opinions expressed in this column are those of the writer and do nut
necessarily reflect the editorial views of The Murray Ledger & Times
Readers who would like to express their opinion on the issues discussed in this
column are encouraged to respond with a Letter To Met:drip,- r
By GILBERT SEARS
In Calloway County, the state of Ken-
tucky and all across the good old USA junk
cars have been a part of the scene since
Grandpa switched from a hay-burner to a
gas-burner. Unfortunately, Grandpa is
gone but his Model T lingers on, or his
Chevy, or Ford, or Hudson or Packard.
Whatever, it sits out by the smokehouse,
or at the edge of the pasture-field, or next
to the big ditch, or with its cousin behind
the garage. Every year the weeds grow up
and only the top is visible, and you
wouldn't believe how nice a home this
makes for rodents, wasps and snakes.
No one seems to remember the last time
anybody wanted a part off the old thing;
you'd think sometking kept around for 20
years would have some value, but in this
case it seems to become more of an
eyesore and a nuisance. Sure wish there
was a cheap way to get it off the place
without it being an eyesore and a nuisance
to someone else.
For some time, many people in govern-
ment and local citizens have been con-
cerned about the abundance of junk cars in
Calloway County. In seeking solutions to
these problems, the expense of sending
trucks out to collect the junkers has been
higher than the county could feasibly
afford.'
Lately, however, the state has pur-
chased special equipment for this purpose
and is making it available to Callaway__
County free of charge. Thanks to the
Magistrates and County Judge, this
needed program is being made available
in Calloway County in advance of most
other counties. In addition, these county
officials have designated the County 4-H
Council as the local sponsoring
organization, which means that 4-H Club
members and their adult leaders are
responsible for contacting junk car owners
and getting release forms signed.
Any junk car owner can get his car
hauled off without it costing him anything.
He must, however, sign a release form,
which can be obtained from 4-H members
and leaders and the County Extension
Office or use the form printed in the paper.
In any case, forms should be returned to
the County Extension Office as soon as
possible.
Do yourself a favor, help the 4-H Club,
help save our natural resources, and add
to the scenic beauty of Calloway County by
subtracting your junk car from the land-
scape.
There Wiesiet hive to tie .Junk car
problem in Calloway County! But how
strange it is that we buried Grandpa when
his life ended and we leave his old car
sitting there just rusting away. Let's
change all this and honer Grandpa and his
respect for the land and after giving the
junkers a proper send-off.
We can all go around singing "Wonder
where the cars went when Calloway
County cleaned up its environment?"
Pick-Up Form
JUNK CAR REMOVAL
If you have a yinked car or cars On your property in Calloway County and would like them removed, please complete the
"Release of Liability' form below
Several ears on the same property or with the same ownership may be released with one form, however, please indicate
how many cars are being released for pickup on each form if more than one If the year model, make, body style. serial
number are known. please list Users on the fortn If not known, please circle the Body, (basso. with or without motor
line Sign the release, have signature witnessed, give the exact location of the car or cars, answer the last three question,
and bring or mad to one of the following locations
Persons living in Cid loway County should send the form below to Calloway County Extension Office. 208 Maple, Mures s
Kt 42(r7
filAL Ulf Of iialari,
IN CONSIDERATION OF THE REMOVAL OF a
,noko • 
bod, sly4.1
Body, Chasais. with or without motor
vow ,o<1•1
release
the State of Kentucky and-or their agents from all liability whickmay be caused 
from any person who mat at any time
claim ownership or a lien of any nature matured or not matured upon said vehicle or any 
accessories thereon including the
engine Owners Phone No
This release encompasses any and all claims
Witness my signature this day of . 147 , at
, Kentucky
Witness
Exact bestial of car
Is Car towable'
I vies car have a front and-or rear axle or it'
Does car have front and-or rear wheels and tires on it'
Return form to
Calloway County Extension Office
208 Maple
Cal 753 1452 for further information
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Hoy. 641 South Phone 753-9491
Jerry's Restaurant
Wholesale
S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:301:00 Fri. L Sat.
MINNOWS
Murray Bait Co.
Home Of The Golden Shiner
2 nil. I. Hwy 94
Salutes Their





Fred Gardner, owner Larry Seward, mgr.
II
Retail





Located W Railroad Avenue 753-1933
OFFICE SUPPLIES — FURNITURE fr MACHINES
gwirt Xahes
OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC











Our New Gun Department
Now Open!
All Makes Of Guns











• All Parts For All Cars And Trucks •
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CATHY WILSON OF HAZEL holds the spoonbill catfish,
weighing thirty pounds, that she caught while fishing at
Cypress Point on Kentucky Lake. She caught the large fish on
rod and reel with fifteen pound test line. Cathy used worms
for bait and was fishing from a boat.
Loss Of Habitat Means
Loss Of Wildlife
For the last four or five years
I have noticed many local
landowners cleaning out fence
rows and destroying valuable
wildlife habitat. I feel sure
many of them do not realize the
detrimental affect they have on
the wildlife.
To give you an idea how the
removal of fence rows affect
populations of wildlife I thought
I would relate a few mental and
written notes I have collected
over the last few years.
Pulling out a fence and
smoothing out what is left
leayes a "clean edge" that is
sterile, , barren and desolate.
The clean edge cannot support
wildlife because there is simply
na. cover for them and without
cover there is no enticement.
Many forms of wildlife "make
their living" in a fence row and
without it they must seek cover
and habitat elsewhere. This is
where man makes his big im-
pact. By man destroying
valuable fence row habitat and
nature having the ability for
limiting or controlling a given
amount of wildlife in a given
area, something will suffer;
most generally it is the wildlife.
The area I have been ob-
serving for the last few years is
a '2 mile stretch of road that I
Begin The Booting Season
With A Thorough Safety Check-Out
Sparkling freshwater lakes
are a big attraction to Ken-
tucky's 88,479 motorboat
owners, but before they take to
the water in search of ad-
venture and relaxation, a
thorough safety check-out is in
order.
Just getting the boat to the
water involves risk, reminds
the Insurance Information
Institute, so first make sure
your trailer brake lights are in
working order, even if it's only
''a short trip." It's not worth
ruining your boating season
with a rear-end collision before
it gets underway. _
Coast Guard boating accident
statistics provide an un-
fortunate reminder of what can
go wrong once you're out on the
water: fires, explosions and
collisions can cause capsizings
and drownings. Lives and
property are lost and summers
are ruined.
In 1974, Coast Guard statistics
show, there were 5,104 boating
accidents involving 1,446 lives
lost, 993 injuries and property
damage of over $9 million in the
U.S.
Kentucky, with 1.3 per cent of
all U. S. registered boats,
reported 59 accidents, 27 deaths
and 11 serious injuries, plus
property damage of $56,800.
Three critical systerns—fuel,
electircal and steering—should
be checked and maintained in
better than working order, the I.
I. I. urges.
—Check exhaust and intake
pipes for blockages and clean
them thoroughly.
—Examine all ,fuel
electrical connections to see
that they're tight.
—Check lines and steering
cables for wear and fraying.
—Clean and lubricate all
working parts, and check their
housings and supports.
The hull itself should be in-
spected for cracks indicating
strain or structural weakness.
All chocks, blocks and fittings
WATER SA.F Y.•CLIECKOF F, as ondu,,ted by
officer Cornelius FiLeindri, is one med.'s by which the
state Division of Wdter Erifoicement seeks to reduce
boating accidents during the hoating season. The
division, a pal t of the , Kentucky Department of
1 ianspo:ldtion, cdiries on dll extensive water safety
educational prbyrarn in giade schools and high schoolsin the Corriiiionwealth.
Murray Home & Auto
The Skim lee the
Outdoor Sportsman
Murray's Base
Quqlified Bear Archery Service
Iikok 153 7571 NOM St
must be soundly anchored and
in good order. The lives of your
family and guests may depend
on the strength of just one of
these fittings.
An expert eye can be helpful.
The Coast Guard Auxiliary, as
part of its Courtesy Motorboat d
Examination, upon request, will
provide a thorough safety check
of your boat's general condition
and equipment, covering both
federal and state law and ad-
ditional criteria that have been
adopted by the Auxiliary.
Boats meeting this criteria
.are awarded a decal or "Seal of
Safety." Coast Guard boarding
teams and many state officials
normally will not routinely
board a boat displaying a
current decal. If the boat does
not pass the examination, the
owner is told of the deficiencies
and no report is made to
authorities.
No matter how well built and
maintained, a safe boat can be
made unsafe by poor
judgement. Over 50 per cent of
all 1974 boating deaths and
injuries were the fault of the
operator. Another 18 per cent,
according tci- -NCoast Guard
statistics, were caused by
hazardous waters and the
wakes of other boats. The
moral, of course is that it pays
to exercise caution, especially
in unfamiliar waters and
atound other—unpredictable—
boaters.
The Coast Guard Auxiliary
offers a wide array of boating
courses to the public, ranging
from single lessons for children,
for young people and for
motorboat skippers, to a
comprehensive course in
"Boating Skills and Seaman-
ship."
The -Auxiliary also offers a
home study program called
"The Skipper's Course,"
available for $1.50 from the
Superintendent of Documents,
GPO, Washington, D. C. 20402.
Ask for catalog No. TD 5.2: Sk 3.
somosammomp 
have travelled at least twice
each day. At one time most of
both sides of this road had
either woven wire or barbed
wire fences. Trees, small scrub
bushes, vines and grasses
provided living quarters for
many species of song birds,
game birds, birds of prey, other
animals and reptiles.
One lone and short length of
fence remains. I remember
seeing my first Loggerhead
Shrike land on a barbed wire
fence that is now gone. In that
same fence row I remember
driving by a small tree each
morning and looking for a Red-
tailed hawk that was usually
watching and waiting for break-
fast to make a move. I cannot
recall the number of bluebirds I
have seen along this stretch of
road and I cannot recall the
exact number of different
species of birds I discovered on
this route.
Snakes? They fit into the
picture along with the other
forms of wildlife by being
predatory as well as being prey
themselves. I used to see them
quite often, but not any more.
Numerous rabbits would
jump and dart from either side
of the road during the night as
well as day. On several oc-
casions I made note of stopping
to watch quail-once to watch 14
of them make their individual
and decisive dash across the
road.
Another form of wildlife I
Tennessee Voley Authority
really didn't enjoy but was
aware existed was the insects.
At night the bugs would literally
fog the air above the road and
stick to the car when I drove
through them. The fog of bugs
and insects no longer exist in
the summer months like it used
to when the fence rows were
there. The bugs no doubt served
as food for birds and other
animals and used the fence
cover for their daylight
protection.
The habitat has been taken
away from the wildlife that once
lived on this stretch of road and
in return the wildlife either
moved on and pressured other
habitat or perished because of
the destructiori-of its home.
In much the same way the
fence row is the way of living for
some species of wildlife so is the
farmland a way of living for a
lot of landowners. Com-
paratively, if someone were to
come along and pour a 4 inch
slab of concrete over 300 acres
of prime bottom land, someone
would have a hard time planting
beans or corn.
I think that possibly whatever
reason used in clearing out a
fence row or similar area of
habitat can be over-ridden by
the esthetic and beneficial
values of having wildlife on our
lands. If we don't make con-
scientious efforts in preserving
and improving wildlife habitat
we will continue to lose the




The Murray Bass Club
recently held the first annual
Steve Underwood Memorial
Fishing Tournament. The club
sponsors an annual children's
day event for the dub mem-
ber's children. The children's
fishing tournament was formed
when the Murray Bass Club was
first organized and has just
recently been named in
memory of Steve Underwood,
the late son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lyle Underwood.
Twenty seven children
participated in this year's event
and collectively caught 61
pounds of bluegill, crappie,
stripes, bass and other fish.
Clayton McCuiston's first
place stringer of six crappie and
one bass weighed in at 8 lbs.. 3
oz.
Rickie Herndon took second
place with a heavy 7 lb. 14 oz.
stringer of bluegill.
Third place went to Robbie
Marquardt for his 5 lb. 14 oz.
stringer of stripes.
Terry Mullins only caught one
fish but it was a respectable 4
lb. 5 oz. bass that won 4th place
for him.
Fifth place went to Chris
Jenkins for his fine 4 lb. 3 oz.
stringer of crappie.
The success of any children's
activitiy is measured by the fun
they have and this one would
have to be considered a very
successful event. "The kids
-really enjoyed themselves,"
said Jerry McConnell, president
of the Murray Bass Club. To add
to the success of the day a
wiener roast followed the
fishing tourney.
Fishing Report
A tourist stopped in at Murray
Bait this week to buy a few
minnows. He had caught 21 nice
crappies out of Lynnhurst
Resort before running out of
bait. He was fishing early
morning.
Mason Thomas has been
doing his thing this week and
has reported catching "... quite
a few crappie" out of Kentucky
Lake.
Larry Seward said Mike
Well's stringer of bass was the
nicest he had seen so far this
year. (See Picture)
Land Between The Lakes Short Shots
Day Camping Program
Begins June 2
The Land Between The Lakes
Day Camping program will
begin June 2 and run through
August 31. Day camps will be
held at Brandon Spring Group
Camp, Camp Energy, Piney
Campground, and Center
Station, Monday, Tuesday, and
Friday, 9 a.m.-5 p. m. There is
no charge for these services.
Groups must furnish their own
sack lunches and cook-out
foods. Any group is eligible to
participate in the day camps;
some groups may wish to have
special planned programs.
Program activities include
hiking, swimming (beach or
pool), wading, softball,
volleyball, campfires, hor-
seshoes, arts and crafts, ar-
chery, canoeing, badminton,
story telling, and singing.
Program demonstrations
available to the groups-include
firecraft, toolcraft, map and
compass, nature and con-
servation, and first aid.
Registration is required and
can be made through the
Recreation Services Section,
TVA, Land Between The Lakes,






Tennessee line near the center
of TVA's Land Between The
lakes, is now open for its 11th
season of operation. Just across
from Blood River, one of the
more productive embayments
for crappie fishing on Kentucky
Lake, Rushing Creek is
equipped with 100 newly
renovated, rebuilt, and con-






Takes You To where The Action Is
301 S 4th 153-1372 Murray, Ky.
and highly usable sites are of all
different shapes, designs, and
sizes, and provide for a wide
range of camping equipment
including tents, trailers, buses,
and recreational vehicles.
Camping is $2.00 per night or
$2.25 if electricity is used.
Rushing Creek offers an
organized summer recreational
program including campfires,





Frog season opened in TVA's
Land Between The Lakes
Thursday, May 15. There were
several reports of limit num-
bers taken from the numerous
farm ponds in the 170-000-acre
public outdoor recreation area.
The season will continue
through May 31. Frogs may be
taken by gig only from the lakes
and farm ponds of Land Bet-
ween The Lakes. Hematite and
other areas as posted will be
closed to frogging. Frogs may
not be taken by firearms of any
type. The daily bag limit is 15 in
Kentucky. Either a hunting or
fishing license is valid. Only 10
frogs may be taken per day in
Tennessee and a hunting license
is required. Frogging hours are




Thirteen wild turkeys were
taken during the nine days at
TVA'as Land Between The
Lakes. ,The largest turkey
tipped the scales at 23/4 pounds
anerVas taken by Robert Butler
of Murray, Kentucky. This was
Butler's fourth turkey in ns
many years. The average
weight of the birds taken during
the season was 15.82 pounds, the
average beard length was 9.29
inches. Spur length on the birds
ranged from 3/4 inch to one and
three-sixteenths inches. Hun-
ters reported taking more birds
in the wooded ridge areas than
any other type of terrain; also,
more birds were taken from the
Curry Hollow area of Land
Between The Lakes than any
other area hunted. Successful
hunters included Seldon
Calhoun, Cadiz; Kenneth
Kennedy, Cadiz; Fay Smith;
Carol Ramsey, Paducah;
Adr'an Owen, Kuttawa; James
0. Goodaker, Calvert City;
Robert Butler, Murray; Jack
Hayes, Hopkinsville; Jerry
Turner, Cadiz; Ricky Lowe,
Murray; Harold Knight, Cadiz;
David Hale, Cadiz; and Mike
Kalil, Fort Campbell.
Carporee Nets
Over Ton of Carp
The Kentucky Bowhunters
Association-Land Between The
Lakes Carporee held recently at
Camp Energy in TVA's Land
Between The Lakes netted more
than 1b2 tons of rough fish,
according to Marvin Almon,
Executive Secretary, KBA.
Over 200 participants went to
the shallows in search of carp
and gar during the tournament.
Open Division winners were:
1st Gar, Bob Templeton, 2nd
Gar, I tie) Bill Greenwell and
Tim Aldridge; 1st Carp, J. L.
Hendricks; 2nd Carp, Stan
Crump. KBA winners were: 1st
Gar, Don High; 2nd Or, Henry
Renfrow; " 1st Carp, Mike
Marshall; 2nd Carp, Rudy
Hayden. Mike Marshall was
also the winner of the KBA's
"Longest Rough Fish Taken"
by a member during the two-
day tournament. KBA also
endorsed a resolution sup-
porting the present
management of Land Between
The Lakes by the Tennessee
Valley Authority.
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
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TOP - Fifth Place winner, Hugh Massey of Murray (left),
talks over the tournament events with sixth place winner,
Harold Knight (right), as Murray Bass Club member, Dale
"Spann, listens. LEFT - Hugh transports a bag of live fish to the
weigh-in station. RIGHT - One of the fine bass caught and
live released back into the lake.
Csagtotakrtions to Hush Mosul, and Harvid Knight




Open Bass Tournament held on
Kentucky and Barkley Lakes
was a "tremendous success",
said Bernie Keene, ABF
tournament director. Ap-
proximately 200 of the nation's
best bass fishermen paid a $250
fee to enter the tourney for their
try at part of the $50,000 cash
and prize awards being offered.
The two day tournament was
held Thursday and Friday of
this week at Al Curtis' Prizer
Point Boat Dock, Barkley Lake
near Cadiz, Kentucky.
Fishermen came in from' 18
different states and as far away
as California, Oklahoma and
Florida. A few Tennessee
fishermen, including Stan
Sloan, were present. Several
Kentucky fishermen were
entered along with others from
Missouri, Pennsylvania and
North Carolina.
Hugh Massey of Murray,
Kentucky was one of the area's
favored home state fishermen
as was Harold Knight of Cadiz.
Harold Knight's first day catch
of 27 pounds 15 ounces of bass
earned him the top spot for that
day; Hugh Massey placed
number 20 for the day with 13
pounds 9 ounces.
Most entrees enjoyed a high
catch during the first day of the
tournament but all were not so
fortunate the second and final
day. A storm front had moved
through the night before and
persistant winds did not offer
the best fishing conditions for
the day. Hence, considerably'
fewer fish were caught by the
contestants the second day - but
this was not true of all.
There is an old saying, When
the going gets tough, the tough
get going." And so it was with
Murray's Hugh Gray Massey.
Hugh, boat manufacturer, part
owner of M & M Sporting Goods,
winner and place winner of
several other bass tour-
naments, and last year's 12th
place winner in the granddaddy
and most prestigeous of them
all the Bass Master's Classic,
turned on for the second day.
Hugh fished hard, losing one
fish that could have really
helped him place higher, but
never the less, he accomplished
something no one else in the top
twenty could do. He was the
only one to surpass the number
of pounds they caught the first,
day. The 16 pounds 15 ounces he
brought in for the second day,
coupled with the first day catch
of 13 pounds 9 ounces netted him
a total of 30 pounds 8 ounces and
a gigantic move from 20th place
to number 5 overall!
We offer congratulations to
Hugh Massey for his tremen-
dous effort and his fifth place in
Kentucky's biggest paying bass
tournament.
Harold Knight, famous turkey
hunter and game call
manufacturer, could only
muster up 1 pound 15 ounces of
bass for the second day and
dropped to number 6 on the list.
Still Harold's two day catch of
29 pounds 14 ounces was im-
pressive and we offer him
congratulations also.
Four western Kentucky Men
were among the top six winners
in the American Bass Fisher-
man's 1975 Kentucky State
Open Bass Fishing Tour-
nament. Their names and
number of pounds of bass
caught are as follows:
First - 331 lb. 2 oz. Owen
Byrum, Madisonville, Ken-
tucky;
Second 321 lb. 4 oz. Bob
Bellew, Ft. Campbell, Ken-
tucky':
Third - 311 lb. 11 oz. Shorty
Evans, Houston, Missouri;
Fourth - 30 lb. 15 oz. Jerry
Rhyne, Gastonia, North
Carolina;
Fifth - 30 lb. 8 oz. Hugh
Massey, Murray, Kentucky;
Sixth - 29 lb. 15 oz. Harold
Knight, Cadiz, Kentucky.
Based on the number of en-
tries the winner received $10,000
cash, a high performance bass
boat, 85 HP Evinrude engine &
Troll Motor, Garcia Chart
Recorder and Depth Finder.
and - ;5000 & Trophy
3rd - 3500 & Trophy
4th - 2000 & Trophy
5th - 1500 & Trophy
6th - WOO & Trophy
7th - 900 & Trophy
8th - 800 & Trophy
9th - 700 & Trophy
10th - 600 & Trophy
11th thru 20th $300 & Trophy
21st thru 40th $250 & Trophy
Many spectators witnessed
the official's care with the liye
fish brought in at the weigh-in
station. Fast weighing and
transportation to a holding tank
accounted for a high percentage
of live release. Bernie Keene
explained that, -The Cadiz
Chamber of Commerce will be




be praised for their tournament
organization and care and
handling of the fish to insure
live release back in to the lake.•
• Jerry McConnell, president of
the Murray Bass Club paid a
compliment in saying, "It is the
most professionally run tour-
nament I've ever seen".
,01=01,-
Kathleen Green of Murray Shows a 11 pound channel cat-
fish she caught recently in Ken Lake Marina Bay.
Eight Bass. Mike Wells of Almo holds a fine stringer of 8
bass that weighed in at 17 pounds 5 oz. Mike was using_ „a
blue Mann's jelly Worm.
Photo by Murray Bait Co.
Jimmy Kelley holds the 32 pound bass he Ought while
fishing from the bank in a farm pond. He was fishing with his
uncle, Kenneth Thurmond. Jimmy, a second grade student at
Robertson Elementary School, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
lames Kelley. -
The hot topic of the day is the
proposed Four Wheel Drive
Pulling contest to be held at the
fairgrounds on Saturday night,
August 9. The event will be co-
sponsored by the Twin Lakes
Four Wheelers and the Murray-
Calloway County Jaycees. Most
of you readers are probably
familiar with tractor pulls.
Replace the tractor tan in-
vention made absolutely for
pulling huge loads and doing
lots of Work) with a four wheel
drive rig (an invention made for"
an undetermined amount of
purposes including driving up
and down the street) and get
prepared for a lot of action.
There will be four classes
determined by weight of the
vehicle inclvding driver. Latest
word is that the breaking points
will be 3250 pc•:.nds ( feather-
foots), 4250 ( lardtails, 5250
pounds 1 dinosaurs), and 6250
pounds ( obese locomotives).
Translated this may mean
(Jeeps and Broncos on
weightwatchers program),
(Scouts, Toyotas, fat Broncos,
Jeepsters, Cherokees in skinny
condition, Blazers with 500
pound appendectomy, and few
runt trucks with high degree of
cancer); ( most 4 x 4 trucks of u2
ton size, healthy Blazers,
Ramchargers, Wagoneers,
etc.), ( Travelalls, Suburbans,
3/4 ton trucks, and maybe a
tank). We'll try to keep you
posted on new developments. It
should be a real show.
The remainder of our space
today is devoted to the first
genuine unreproduced, 4 x 4
ROAD TEST performed in
Calloway County. Our very first
victim, pardon me, 1 should say
subject is appropriately the
most popular four wheel drive
rig at present; the
CHEVROLET BLAZER. Our
tester will remain unnamedlue
to several reasons which you
will probably discover if you
read further. I did check his
qualifications very closely. He
doesn't like baseball, he hated
hot dogs, apple pie made him
sick, and he normally drives a
Ford. Furthermort he would
not accept a bribe to pad the
report for less than a dollar
from Dwayne Taylor or Har-
deman Nix so I ruled him as
being very honest.
The following are his
recollections. First of all the
Blazer is big. Big enough to
carry four or five adults, two ice
Lindsey's Jewelers
Outdoorsmen:
We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
chests, eighteen or twenty
suitcases, a dog, an outboard
motor, two or three tents, and
maybe even nboat Suffice it to
say that there is lots of room for
the average family and all their
gear on a weekend camping
trip. The Blazer strongly
resembles a Chevrolet truck
and that should be expected
since they share a lot of parts.
The inside ranges from decent
in appearance to absolutely
luxurious depending on the level
of trim desired. The seats are
very comfortable but they do
require some effort to get into.
If you make the same motions
as you would getting in your
family sedan you' will find
yourself setting on the floor of a
Blazer.
Once inside, you get the
feeling that you can rule the
world. The view is good except
for directly in front of the
vehicle. This really doesn't
matter much on the highway
but offroad it can be a slight
problem. Everything fits
together very well and :he
quality of assembly is un-
mistakable. Firing up the small
block 350 V-8 is easy but the fast
idle makes one wish that Ralph
Nader belonged to someone
else's generation.
You adjust the seat that
should fit anyone between four
foot two and seven foot eight to
the best position. Man ttES it
some machine. Having your
hind end about three feet above
the ground just naturally gives
a fellow more confidence than
Baseball, Hotdogs, Apple Pie, and Chevrolet...
sitting in something that makes
you leery of sharing a front yard
with a German Shepherd. A
touch of the lever and the ex-
tremely fine Turbo Hudramatic
transmission goes to work.
Everything Is quiet, firm,
smoothness as you head out the
highway in search of some
adventure: The Blazer drives
good, rides firm but well, and
handles easily. Noise is slightly
less than todays compact cars
and not bothersome at all.
There is some power to tbe
engine but the smog program
has robbed the once great small
block eight of its pep. This is the
kind of rig that makes men feel
like men and women feel like
heroes. Gas mileage on this test
ranged from three (climbing a
tree in four wheel drive) to
thirty ( corning down the 4ree
after the motor died). Bumps,
ditches, ruts, etc. don't seem to
bother the Blazer. It just
rumbles along with the com-
placency of a Sherman tank in
mint condition. The full time
four wheel drive is now stan-
dard and works well, although
you do have to move the lever to
Lo Lock in some of the bad
places. Everything works just
like it ought to and nothing falls
off in the floor when you hit a
-*-
DARYL CAIN shows the toughness of his four wheel drive vehicle during last year's four
wheel drive pull at the Murray-Calloway County fairgrounds. Another 4WD pull is being
scheduled for Saturday, August 9.
new Blazers run
to eight grand
depending on equipment. They
have been on the market for
eight years now and used
Blazers are seldom,found under
two grand if they are in good
condition. The most frequent
gripe among four wheelers who
own Blazers is poor gas
mileage. The most frequent
complrnent is the undeniable
sturdiness and quality of the
Blazer. HAPPY FOUR
WHEELING.
rough spot. The air conditioning
was judged to be adequate even
in the rear seat in all but the
very hottest weather.
In summary the Blazer is an
excellent four wheel drive rig. It
is really a compromise vehicle,
possessing the sturdiness of its
truck heritage, and yet offering
all the conforts that most of us
have come to want in our
automobiles. It has lots of room
for most families and should
make an ideal weekend ad-
venture machine. The quality is
*good, real good. The Blazer has
to pay a penalty in terms of
weight and size for rough of-
Iroading but don't sell it too
short. The "great white Blazer"







Hand Guns, Wes, Shotguns
Rapoolo011===,
Gerrald Boyd
Phone: 489-2481 after 6:00 p.m.
Photo Courtesy of Cain S Treas Motor Sales
Open 7 Days A Week














1102 Chestnut ' Murray, Ky.
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1/4 Ton 4WD Truck
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Hwy. 641 S. 753-2617 ,
Those Super Jon Boats Come From
Happy Holiday
Travel, Inc.
'Grayson McClure and Don McClure











Buy the femme' Kush 01 Kollar Beet and receive your FREF choice of S5 95 retail





tTut&iorsmen-We now have the Norman Sport
L Hiking Shoes with Speed Lacing and Vibram
Soles L Heels.
114 S. 5th Murray, Ky. 753 1640
1203 Chestnut . Phone 753 8844
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A's Get Little League
Win Over Cards, 10-8
The A's moved into sole
possession of fist place in the
Little League Friday night as
they came from behind to trim
the Cards 10-8 in a battle of
undefeated teams.
The win leaves the A's with a
2-0 mark while the Cards fall to
1-1.
In the opening contest, the
Yanks and Twins battled to an
8-8 tie and will resume in the top
of the eighth at 5 p.m. Today.
Also on tap for this evening
are the Pirates and the Reds in
ap.m. contest and the Astros
• will- face the Cubs in the
nightcap. Those games were to
be played Thursday but were
washed away.
It looked like the Cards would
have an easy win as they
jumped on the A's early.
The first inning found the
Cards using singles by David
Ryan and Mitch Paschall plus a
couple of passed balls and by
the time the frame was over,
the Cards led 2-0.
Again, the Cards struck in the
second inning as they posted
four more runs and moved out
to a 6-0 lead.
Randy Hostmeyer and Mitch
Paschill each had singles in the
uprising while the big blow was
a two-run single by Mark
Denham.
Trailing 6-0, the A's finally
broke the scoring ice in the third
inning. Two errors put men on
at first and second and then
Marty McCuiston ripped a
three-run shot. It was the
-second homerlif the-nason for
McCuiston and cut the Cards'
lead in half at 6-3.
The A's added a lone tally in
the fourth and coming to bat in
the last inning, the sixth, they
trailed the Cards 6-4. The A's
pushed across one rup and had
the bases loaded with two put
.when George Bell came to the
plate.
Bell, who was the bat-boy this
year for the Milltay State
Thoroughbreds, ripped a pitch
up the middle and sent in two
runs, giving the A's an 8-7 lead
which they never relinquished.
The A's went on to add three
more insurance runs in the
frame. The other big hit was an
RBI single by Kirk Starks, who
was the winning pitcher in the
contest.
The insurance runs by the A's
proved to be big as the Cards
came up with two runs in their
half of the sixth. Ryan and
Denham each had hits in the
unsuccessful rally.
t or the Cards, Denham paced
the attack with three hits while
Ryan had two and Paschall and
Hostmeyer one apiece.
For the winning Athletics,
Keith Rogers, McCuiston and
Starks each had a hit. Bell led
the Offense with a pair of base
knocks.
League games for Monda)
will pit the Astros against the
A's in the opener while the Reds
will tangle with the Twins.
McCovey'zs Shot Gives
Padre t Win Over Mets
By BRUCE Lowrrr
AP Sports Writer
Young Bob Apodaca was fac-
ing old Willie McCovey for the
first time. Veteran catcher Jer-
ry Grote suggested a breaking
pitch. Apodaca opted for a fast-
ball.
"I wanted to get it down and
away," he explained.
CRASH!
"Obviously it wasn't down
and obviously it wasn't away
enough," he explained further.
McCovey's grand-slam home
run off Apodaca—the 16th of his
career to tie Hank Aaron's Na-
tional League record—capped
San Diego's six-run outburst in
the eighth inning that carried
the Padres to their 6-2 victory
over the New York Mets.
In Friday 's other NL results,
Pittsburgh edged Atlanta 2-1,
Houston blanked Philadelphia
5-0 and St. Louis nipped Cincin-
nati 5-1. Los Angeles was lead-
Baseball
Standings




Boston 22 18 .550
Milwaukee 21 20 .512
Detroit 18 21 .462
New Yot:-. ' 20 24 .455 4
Cleveland 18 24 .429 5
Baltimore 17 26 .395 6,/2
West
Oakland 28' 17 .622
Kansas City 26 20 .565 2',2
Minnesota 23 18 .561 3
Texas 23 22 .511 5
California 22 25 .468 7
Chicago 20 23 .465 7
Friday's Results
Chicago at Detroit, postponed
Kansas City at Milwaukee,
postponed
Texas 6, New York 5
Minnesota 4, Boston 3
Baltimore*, California 0
Oakland 6, Cleveland 2
Saturday's Games
Cleveland ( Peterson 4-4 ) at
Oakland Holtzman 3-5)
Chicago ( Kaat 8-1) at Detroit
LaGrow 3-4), (n)
Kansas City (Busby 7-3) at
Milwaukee Broberg 6-4), (n)
New York (Hunter 6-5) at
Texas ( Hands 5-2), ( n ) _
Boston (Cleveland 3-3) at
Minnesota -(Blyleven 4-1), (n)
Baltimore ( Cuellar 2-4) at
California (Tanana 2-3), (n)
Sunday's Games
Chicago at Detroit, 2




New York at Texas, in)
ing Chicago 3-1 when play was
halted by darkness in the
eighth inning—to be resumed
before today's regularly sched-
uled game. San Francisco at
Montreal was rained out.
"I was looking for an offs-
peed pitch, not a fastball,"
McCovey admitted after he
parked his fifth, homer of the
year far beyond the right field
wall. "He shook off Grote and
that got me confused."
Loser Jerry Koosman had a
five-hit shutout going before
John Grubb, Enzo Hernandez
and Bobby Tolan singled for
one run and Dave Winfield dou-
bled to tie it in the eighth. Mike
Ivie was intentionally walked to
load the bases, Apodaca took
over and McCovey, hitting for
Sign Three
CHICAGO ( AP) — The Chi-
cago Wind of the World Foot-
ball League Friday signed six
players, including three who
played with the WFL's defunct
Chicago Fire.
Picked up from the Fire,
which folded before the 1974
season ended, were center Guy
Murdock, defensive end Mick
Heinrich and tight end Don
Burchfield. Signed as free
agents were quarterbacks Roy
Nystrom of Plattsville, ,Wis.,
State- and Pete Beatrice of
Brown, and safety Richard
Marx of Northern Illinois.
The Wind now has 47 players
under contract.
New Coach
PARK CITY, Utah ( AP) —
The United States Ski Team
has named Tom Upham of Wil-
ton, Maine, as coach of the
women's cross-country team.
Upham was on the U.S. Ski
Team from 1964 to 1968, partici-
pating in the 1968 Olympics at
Grenoble, France. He retired
after an injury and became ski
coach at the University of New
Hampshire, a post he hed until
1972. He currently runs a sport-
ing goods store.
TRACK AND FIELD ..
EUGENE, Ore. — Steve Pre-
fontaine, one of America's best
distance runners and one of
this country's most vocal ama-
teur athletes, was killed in a
one-car accident here only
hours after running the second
fastest 5,000 meters in Amen-'
can history. He was 24.
VILLANOVA, Pa. -- School-
boy world record holder Hous-
ton McTear darted to a quick
three-step lead and won the 100-
yard dash in 9.4, beating Steve
Riddick and fellow world-
record holder Ivory Crockett, in









CNE TiMiTIVI(NT LASTS A FULL YEAR
PACINI Y BACK GUARANVIE
Murray Supply Co.
208 E. Main Phone 753-3361
Fred Kendall, did his thing.
Winner Randy Jones, 7-2 this
year after a disastrous 8-72
mark last season, had his 19-
inning scoreless string snapped
in the first when Del Unser hit
his fourth homer of the year.
Pirates 2, Braves 1
had a pretty good idea I
was going to hit for some-
body," said Pittsburgh's Ed
Kirkpatrick. "It was just a
matter of who and at what
time."
The who was winning pitcher
Jerry Reuss and at what time
was in the bottom of the ninth
inning, when he lined a two-
strike pitch by BUZZ Capra into
right for the single that beat
Atlanta. It scored Richie Heb-
ner, who had batted for Art
Howe and doubled to open the
ninth for the Pirates.
Astros 5, Phillies 0
Houston's Doug Koniece_ny
got his first major league shut-
out with a seven-hitter at Phila-
delphia's expense. Astros'
catcher Milty May drove in
three runs with a pair of dou-
bles to lead the offensive
charge.
Cardinals 5, Reds 4
Lou Brock's ninth-inning
single, following one-out hits by
Mario Guerrero and Ron Fair-
ly, carried the Cardinals past
Cincinnati after the Reds had.
tied it in the top of the inning
on Pete Rose's two-run double.
Dodgers at Cubs
Don Sutton figures to pick up
his ninth victory today, even
though he pitched Friday.
That's assuming the Dodgers
can hold the 3-1 lead they gave
him.
The game will resume with
Chicago batting in the bottom
of the eighth against "reliever"
Andy Messersmith. "I can't
think of anybody better under
the circumstances with a two-
run lead and two innings to
go," said Dodger Manager Walt
Alston. "Andy will also pitch
the regular game."
The Dodgers broke a 1-1 tie
in the fifth Friday on Dave
Lopes' homer and added a run
in the sixth on a double by
Steve Garvey and a single by
Ivan de Jesus.
Hugh Massey of Murray arrives at the weigh-in station on
the second and final day of the American Bass Fisherman's
1975 Kentucky Open Bass Tournament. Massey placed fifth
in the $50,000 Tournament bringing in a total of 30-pounds
and 8 ounces ofbass.
(Staf) Photo by Butch Greer)
Aar
First place winner Owen Byrum ot Madisonville, Kentucky
talks over the tournament events with Bob Swisher of Chan-
nel 6 news. Owen collected $10,000 in cash and a high per-
formance bass boat with motor and accessories.
(Staff Photo by Butch Greer)
Kathy Whitworth Moves
To Lead In Ladies Play
BALTIMORE (AP) — Kathy
Whitworth has her golf game—
including her mental approach
to it almost under control
again. But she no longer wants
to engage in a battle for the top
spot on the pro tour.
"I've been that route and I
don't want to do it again," Miss
Whitworth said after a second
straight three-under-par 70 Fri-
day gave her a four-stroke lead
in the $55,000 Ladies Profes-
sional Golf Association Cham-
pionship.
Going into today's third
round of the 72-hole tourna-
ment, Debbie Austin, Donna
Caponi Young and defending
champion Sandra Haynie were
in a three-way tie for second
place at 144.
Sandra Palmer, the leading
money winner on the 1975 tour,
was tied at 145 with Pain Hig-
gins and Penny Pulz. Four oth-
ers were at 146, par for the mu-
nicipally-owned Pine Ridge
Course. The cutoff at 152 left 53
of the record field of 96 still
competing.
Miss Whitworth, the all-time







We are now gathering information for
the New Murray City Directory. Your
Cooperation in seeing that your family
and business are listed correctly will be
appreciated.
I Johnson Publishing Co.
"Your City Directory Publishers"
A
last Monday became the sev-
enth player to be inducted into
the LPGA Hall of Fame, hasn't
won a tournament in 14
months.
Ellis Knocks Down Ali
In Exhibition Match
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Heavyweight boxing champion
Muhammad Ali says he will
knock out England's Joe Bug-
ner, do the same to Joe Frazier,
and retire George Foreman and
then "there won't be nobody
left to fight.. so I'll retire my-
Au and former heavyweight
champion Jimmy Ellis were
back in their hometown Friday
night to dance five exhibition
rounds for a crowd of more
than 3,000—proceeds to Louis-
-Vales Muiransn-ad All &Mot (5fr-
Boxing.
Ali weighed a pudgy 230
pounds, and Ellis appeared
even more overweight at close
to 220. "You don't have to be in
great shape for a five-round ex-
hibition," Ellis said.
Ali said he was pleased with
the size of the crowd, and he
talked to the group about his
plans.
"I want to tell the people in
Louisville that I will have three
more fights then I'll be looking
for ten acres and a big white
house so I can move back here
where I belong. I want to work
with the kids at my boxing
school."
All next defends his title June
30 against Bugner, England's
heavyweight champion. "I pre-
dict I will knock him out," he
said.
"Joe Frazier cound not knock
him out and I couldn't knock
him out the first time we
fought. He's a smart boxer, but
I'm going to knock him out.
Costs Too High
ISLAMABA,D, Pakistan ( AP )
— Pakistan announced today
that it would be unable to stage
the 1978 Asian Games here be-
cause of his costs.
Law Minister Meraj Khalid,
chairman of Pakistan's Olym-
pic Committee, said the govern-
ment could not meet the
"heavy expenditure" the games
would involve. Original esti-
mates for the games were as
high as $300 million.
BASKETBALL
NEW YORK — The New
York Knicks of the National
Basketball Association signed
American Basketball Associ-
ation super st ar George
McGinnis to a six-year, $2-mil-
lion plus contract after
McGinnis dropped his court suit
challenging the NBA draft.
"Then I'm going to retire Joe
Frazier by knocking him out in
five rounds and after I retire
Joe I'm going to retire George
Foreman. "There won't be no-
body left to fight after that, so
I'll retire myself."
Ali and Ellis, both born and
raised in Louisville, have met
only once since both turned
professional in the early 1960s.
Ali scored a 12th round techni-
cal knockout over ellis in July
1971 in Houston.
lapse. He was "knocked down"
three more times before the
bell, bringing cheers and laugh-
ter from the crowd.
"You think I'm joking,' but
he knocked me down for real
the first time," All said.
have to admit those other times
I was faking it—just to make
you think the first one was
faked."
Still, few believed that All
was knocked down by an Ellis
punch. Not even Ellis. "Ali al-
With the exception of a ring ways does these things. He
-fewotlr incktiendits, the — WafftreVeilone
exhibition Friday night bore I go along with him," Ellis
little resemblance to a profes- said.
sional boxing match.
Ali only once tried the -rope-
a-dope" strategy he used in de-
feating George Foreman for the
heavyweight title in October
1974 and in two successful title
defenses since, against Chuck
Wepner and Ron Lyle.
Ali went to the ropes early in
the first round, but Ellis re-
fused to follow. The crowd
booed, and Ali came away from
the ropes, dancing.
He glided smoothly around
the ring for the remainder of
the fight, peppering Ellis with
light jabs and feathery com-
binations.
"The people wanted to see
me move, so I gave it to
them," Ali said. "1 don't want
to use the ropes for my home-
town fans."
The only real action took
place in the fifth and last
round, when Ellis caught All
with a solid left hook.
All wobbled—winked at











PRIZE MONEY Plus TROPHIES
Get Your Entry In Early
Limn 60 cars
Contact any Jaycee Member for Entry Blank
intry Fee $5 .00
7:30 p.m. Saturday May 31
Calloway County
Fairgrounds
Prwas Good thru Tuesday




Sat 8-9 Sun 1-6




the answers to you
For Murray, Tuesday, June 3, 1975
in front of the First Methodist Church.
Michael Chandler, Manager Mobile Information Center
The Mobile Information Center is being brought to your community
as a public service of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky.
This is an opportunity for you to discuss any questions you may
have about today's cost of health care ...or your own health
care protection plan.
Farm Bureau members are welcome to inquire about benefits
available through the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Farm Bureau Plan.
Stop by the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Mobile Information Center;





3101 Barditown Road Louisville, Ky. 40205 Phone (502) 452-1511
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Howell Strikes Blow Against




for the Texas Rangers and at
the same time struck a blow
for unconventional baseball
strategy.
Howell knocked in five runs
Fricipy night to lead the
Rangers to a 6-5 victory over
the New York Yankees—and
his last RBI upset the accepted
"percentage" rules of the
game.
Howell, a left-handed hitter,
was allowed to hit against
Sparky Lyle, a left-handed
pitcher—and came through
with the game-winning single in
the ninth inning.
That's not done, is it, Billy
Martin?
- "Roy can hit left-handers,"
said the Texas Ranger man-
ager, who often forsakes the
safety of the book. "He showed
me that in spring training."
In other American League
games, the Minnesota Twins_
hear The'Roam Rid- Sox 4-3,
the Baltimore Orioles blanked
the California Angels 5-0 an-d
the Oakland A's turned back
the Cleveland Indians 6-2. Two
games were rained out—Chi-
cago at Detroit and Kansas
City at Milwaukee.
Jeff Burroughs, who hit a
home run in the eighth to tie
the game 5-5 before Howell's
dramatic hit, backed up Mar-
tin's thinking. "Roy was swing-
ing the bat well—and let's face
it, Billy plays baseball uncon-
ventionally."
Howell had two singles before
his ninth-inning hit put an end
to a six-game losing streak for
the Rangers.
Howell's game-winning hit
followed Toby Harrah's leadoff
double in the ninth. Harrah
doubled to left-center off Lyle,
1-4, before Howell singled to
left, giving reliever Jackie
Brown, 3-5, the triumph.
Twins 4, Red So; 3
Run-scoring singles by Tony
Oliva and Eric Soderholm in
the seventh inning boosted Min-
notota over Boston. Oliva
ripped a 1-2 pitch from Boston
reliever Diego Segui down the
right field line to score Rod
Carew. Soclerholm's single
scored Sergio Ferrer, who had
stolen second base after going
in to run for Oliva.
Orioles 5, Angels 0
Jim Palmer pitched a four-
hitter and hurled his fourth
shutout of the season, enabling
Baltimore to snap a seven-
game losing streak with its vic-
tory over California.
A's 6, Indians 2
Right-hander Dick Bosman
survived a shaky start and
scattered seven hits in eight in-
nings as Oakland defeated
Cleveland, his former team.
Rosman was traded to the A's
less than two weeks ago.
Only Death Ran Faster
Than Steve Prefontaine
EUGENE, Ore. (AP) — "He
thought he was the best in the
world," University of Oregon
track coach Bill Dellinger said
of his protege.
And one day soon. Steve Pre-
fontaine might have been.
Regarded as America's
greatest distance runner and
the country's best hope for a
1976 Olympic gold medal, Pre-
fontaine died in a car crash
here early Friday at the age of
24. His death came hours after
he had come within 1½ seconds
of matching his record in the
5,000 meters in a Eugene meet
Thursday night.
Prefontaine began serious
running in high school, had a
dazzling career at Oregon and
believed, with his thousands of
adoring fans, that he would
bring home a gold medal from
the 1972 Munich Olympics.
Instead he brought home
shattered pride and a bruised
ego, having discovered that de-
spite what everybody told him,
he was not yet in the big
leagues of the world's distance
runners.
Prefontaine loved his fans,
calling them "my people." He
loved the roar of the crowds
and the electric atmosphere of
a big meet. Everywhere he
turned people told him he was
the greatest. It was easy to be-
lieve and he didn't enjoy find-
ing out he wasn't.
He began looking for faults in
the system that nurtured him.
America, he concluded, basks
in the glory of its amateur ath-
letes, yet won't give them one
cent worth of support.
To be the best, he once said,
"is almost a full-time job.. and
that's impossible. I've got bills
to pay. I'm just like any other
American. If I don't pay my
electric bill they turn off my
lights.
"I'm not demoralized, just
facing facts," he said. "After
college our athletes are turned
out to pasture. We have no
Olympic program in this coun-
try. It's as simple as that—no
sports medicine, no camps, no
nothing.
"I'm not talking about subsi-
dizing us," he said. "I'm just
talking about a national plan. I
want to see some interest from
somebody."
In an interview in Denver
two Months ago his ire hit a
fever pitch.
"To hell with love of coun-
try," he said. "I compete for
myself. People say I should be
running for a gold medal for
the old red, white and blue and
all that bull, but it's not gonna
be that way. I'm the one who
has made all the sacrifices.
Those are my American
records, not the country's."
But he had the opportunity to
cash in on his talent—what was
described as the richest offer
ever made by pro track—and
turned it down.
He wanted another shot at
the Olympics.
Those close to him thought
1976 would be his year for a
gold medal. He was just ap-
proaching the age at which dis-
tance runners hit their peak.
"He was," one acquaintance
said, "too young to die."
Barber Didn't See His
Eagle But He Heard It
By. ED SHEARER .
AP Snorts Writer
ATLANTA AP) — Near-
sighted Miller Barber didn't
have to see it. He knew he had
an eagle from the crowd reac-
tion.
-You know," ,said Barber,
-there's a par clap, there's a
birdie clap and there's an eagle
clap. I knew that was an eagle
clap."
Barber's eagle on the 358-
yard, par-four 14th started a
late surge Friday that saw the
man called "Mr. X" move into
a share of the Atlanta Golf
Classic lead with U.S. Open
champion Hale Irwin at nine-
under-par 135 for 36 holes.
just don't do that," said
the balding 44-year-old veteran
who would become golf's ninth
million dollar winner with a
victory in this $225,000 desig-
nated event that makes it man-
datory for the top players to
participate.
"I don't remember when I
last had an eagle," said Bar-
ber, who holed a pitching
wedge from 115 yards away,
then closed with birdies on the
final two holes to fashion an
eight-under-par 64—tying the
course record—on the hilly, 6,-
883-yard Atlanta Country Club
course.
Irwin, lodged in a three-day
deadlock after the first round,
retained his share of the lead
by shooting a 69 Friday despite
some difficulty with his driver.
Larry Hinson turned in a 67
in the breezy, humid conditions
to trail the leaders by two shots
at 137. Then came Jim Dent
alone in fourth place at 138
after firing a 68.
Four were grouped at 139, in-
cluding Johnny Miller, winner
of .`wee events in the West ear-
lier ti.'s year. Miller eagled the
par-five ''nishing hole for a 71.
Others at 139 were Billy Cas-
per, who shared the opening
day lead, Jerry Heard and
Charles Coody. Heard and
SCOTT DRUG
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
For Your Drug,' Prescription and
Sundry Needs
— Open 12:00 A.M. Till 6 P.M.
 —
Coody had 68s and Casper a 73.
Jack Nicklaus, who won the
last two events on this course,
soared to a 73 and was among
a group at 141 that also includ-
ed Tom Weiskopf, 67, and Eng-
land's Peter Oosterhuis, who
also matched the course record
of 64.
Among those failing to sur-
vive the halfway cut of 145 was
Arnold Palmer, who had a 75
for a 154 total.
Standings
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By The Associated Press
National League
East
W L Pct. GB
Pittsburgh 23 18 .604
Chicago 24 19 .558
New York 20 19 .513 2
Philphia 22 22 .500 21,2
St. Louis 19 23 .452 41/2
Montreal 14 24 .368 7L2
West







27 21 .563 2
23 21 .523 4
24 23 .511 412
22 26 .458 7
19 31 .380 11
Friday's Results
Los Angeles at Chicago, sus-
pended, rain
San Francisco at Montreal,
postponed
San Diego 6, New York 2
Houston 5, Philadelphia 0
Pittsburgh 2, Atlanta 1
St. Louis 5, Cincinnati 4
Saturday's Games
Los Angeles iMessersmith 7-
n at Chicago Henschel 3-5),
following completion of sus-
pended game
Atlanta (Harrison 3-3) at
Pittsburgh (Kison 4-1), (n)
Houston (Rictfard 3-31 at
Philadelphia (Twitchell 3-5),
In) --
Cincinnati (Gullet 5-3) at St.
Louis ( Gibson 1-4), In)
San Francisco (Caldwell 1-5)
at Montreal (McNally 3-5), ( n)
San Diego (McIntosh 5-2) at




San Diego at New York
Los Angeles at Chicago
'San Francisco at Morilreal
Cincinnati at St. Louis
Purdue's football team opens
the 1975 season at Northwestern
on Sept 13
Purcell, Outland And Austins
Advance In Region Tennis Play
Two upsets of major
proportion highlighted the
opening day of the Regional
Tennis Tournament being held
at the Murray State Tennis
Complex.
As expected, Murray High
sophomore Mel Purcell easily
won his opening matches and is
considered as a shoo-in to ad-
vance to the State Tournament
which will be held next week in
---• - 
The upsets came in the boy's
singles and the girl's doubles.
In the singles, second-seeded
Billy Weiner of Henderson City
will not get a chance to play the
top-seeded Purcell. Weiner was
a first round casualty to Elder
of Fort Campbell, losing in
straight sets.
The other upset came in the
girl's doubles where the top-
seeded duo of Barbara Pryor
and Cheryl Lancaster of
Mayfield were stunnedby Rorie
and Shepard of Christian
County, 7-6 and 7-5.
Rorie-Shepard will play in the
finals today against the Murray
duo of Jill Austin and Kathy
Outland, the second-seeded
team in the tourney.
Austin-Outland won their first
round match, easily defeating
Urbanek and Cavanaugh of
Henderson County in shutout
sets. In the semifinals, Austin
and Outland won another
shutout match, this time
defeating Bruce and Kissner of
Hopkinsville.
In the girl's singles, top-
seeded Mendy Jackson of
-Headers:on City romped through
two first round matches and will
be in the semifinals today.
One of her victims was Robyn
Burke of Murray. Jackson won
6-0 and 6-1 over Burke, who is
Just a seventh grader.
The other entree in the girl's
singles for Murray was Candy
Jackson, a sixth grader.
Jackson fell 6-2 and 6-1 to J.
Rorie of Christian County.
In the boy's singles, Purcell
never even xiorked up a sweat
in either of ha matches, racking
up four consecutive shutouts.
In the first round, Purcell
shutout Scott of Henderson City
and in the quarterfinals,
blanked McClure of Henderson
County.
Also in the singles for Murray
High is Brent Austin, who had to
survive a rugged first round
match with Mark Rudd of
Paducah Tilghman. Austin lost
the first set 6-4 but bounced
back to win the next two sets
New Coin Maybe?
OTTAWA (AP) — The Cana-
dian Cabinet is studying .pro-
paalt tcf`iiiiiit a special , gold
coin and to include an Qlympic
design on all 1976 coins as a
way of extending further finan-
cial assistance to the Montreal
Olympic Games.
Under one proposal, the
Olympic organizing committee
would receive the difference be-
tween the production cost of
coins and their face value. Last
year that amounted to about
$60 million when more than six
billion coins were produced.
The government had pre-
viously said it would not subsi-
dize the Olympics, but it al-
ready has authorized the sale
of special silver Olympic coins
and specially-surcharged post-
age stamps.
and the match, 6-4 and 6-0.
The going was much easier in
the quarterfinals as Austin
ripped Tinsley of Christian
County 6-0 and 6-0.
Purcell and Austin could meet
in the finals as they are in op-
posite brackets in the
semifinals. Purcell will face
Headrick of St. Mary while
Austin will face upset specialist
Elder of Fort Campbell.
In the boy's doubles, the top-
Record High
CINCINNATI (AP — The
Cincinnati Reds announced Fri-
day their best attendance in
history for the month of May,
reporting that they had drawn
314,754 fans to Riverfront Sta-
dium.
The average paid attendance
for the 13 home dates was 24,-
212, also the best ever for the
club during the month of May.
The total paid attendance for,
1975 went over the half-million
mark this week and now stands
at 518,832. This total, for 21
home dates, represents an in-
crease of 89,321 over last year.
seeded duo of _Mark Taylor and
John Dallam of Paducah Tilgh-
man had little trouble in ad-
vancing to the finals. ,
The quarter final match found
Dallam-Taylor winning 7-6 and
6-2 over Loftus and Anderson of
Hopkinsville. In their next
match, they defeated Cook and
Barlow of Mayfield 6-3 and 6-1 to
advance into the finals.
Mark Homra and Kim
Trevathan of Murray-,- the •
fourth-seeded duo in the boy's
doubles, won their first., round
match over Dome and Free Of
McLean County, 6-0 and 6-0.
But in the quarterfinals, they
were upset 6-3 and 6-4 by Hayes
and . Dollar of Fort Campbell.
GOLF . .
CHICAGO — John Levinson
Jr., a 32-year-old pro golfer,
was killed in an autorriobile




Geiger, athletic director . at
Brown University, was named
to the same post at the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania.














Clean your car inside and out
With this fini group of Dupont -
Rally products: 12-oz. Car
Wash, Sponge, White Polish-
ing Compound, Rubbing Com-
viscid and 16-oz. Fast Flush,
RALLY LIQUID CAR WAX or
VINYL TOP DRESSING
YOUR CHOICE:
Try 16-oz. detergent- 44
resistant formula li-
quid car wax or 7-oz.
vinyl wax with applica-











Keeps on beart , n,) and shin-







Tbugh new silicone formu-







oz. Brake Fluid, 14-oz.
Upholstery Cleaner, 19-




.7  Req. 97
Increase your gas efficien-
cy.' : . save money'
Reg. 831:
Lawnmower need new life







Acres of Free Parking - Equal Opportunity Employer 753-8777




















































































SPIRIT Of 76-jenna Wise (left), local KENCLIP director for the state depart-
ment of library and archives, will serve as hostess on the Spirit of 76 television
series scheduled for Sunday, June 1. Elaine Eversmeyer, a 1975 graduate of Murray


























mammal 44 Wird plum
34 Ironed 45 Artificial
36 Distance language
measure 47 Arid
37 Awe-inspir- 19 Compass
point
39 Fnigelity 50 Offspring
41 Cubic meter 53 Postscript
42 Shoemaker s labbr I
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tion and the Business
Office may be





Baby Girl Woodruff ( mother,
Sherry), 101 17th St., Benton,
Baby Boy Moore I mother
Teresa Rt. 1, Gilbertsville,
Baby Girl Boyle (mother
Deloris ), Rt. 7, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Dennis Brandon, at. '4,
Murray, Tommy L. Writtian,
College Farm Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Ginny L. Dalton, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Ida Mae Hud-
speth, 105 S. 12th., Maray, Mrs.
Carol A. Yates and Baby Girl,
Lakeshore Dr., Hamlin, Mrs.
Annie R. Peal, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Mrs. Deborah J. Faith, Rt. 4,
Benton, Mrs. Naomi J. Garland,
Rt. 1, Box 145, kirksey, Mrs.
Ynema R. Wright, Rt. 1, Box 99,
Murray, Mrs. Alberta C. Jones,
228 E. Elm, Marion, Mrs. Lesa
C. Harris and Baby Boy, Gen
Del., Lowes, Mrs. Lois V.
Marsh, New Concord, Ronald B.
Wallace, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Verna N. Horning, 1705 Holiday,
Murray, Mrs. Vickie K.
Balentine, New Concord, Roy L.
Morris, Rt. 6, Murray, Toy
Jones, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Connie P. Jones, 111 N. 10th.,
Murray, Crawford C. McClure,
915 N. 18th., Murray, Mrs.
Virginia M. Morgan ( expired),





















- classified displays and ,
regular display, must be ;
submitted by 12 noon, t.
the day before ,5
publication.
All reader classifieds
. Must be submitted by 4















\, No IT 5 EASIER TO WAIT
UNTIL THE GRASS GROWS
























WHY WOULD YOU CALL





















































JACK AND Jill openings
for children. Infants - 6
years. Drop-in service.
753-9922.








Approximately-12,000 sq. ft. of
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.,
Murray, Ky., Phone 753-3342.
5. Lost And Found
LOST - Man's Bilfold in
Big-K Store Monday. If
found please call 437-4424
A reward is being offered.
6. Help Wanted
LECITHIN! Vinegar! B6!
Kelp! now all four in one


























Theatre. 18 or older, male
and female. Call Harvey,.
Conaway, 753-9807.
WANTED COUPLES over
- 20-.interested in extra
income, $400 to $800
monthly possible, 10 to 15
hours a week.
Management experience
helpful not not necessary.





in a nice home. Call 753-
8850 between 8:00 a. m.-
5:00 p. m.
HELP WANTED -2 persons
for meat department.
Meat wrapper and but-
cher's helper. Experience
preferred. Apply in
person- at Owen Food
Market, 1407 WeSt Main,
Between 8 and 10 a. m.
FULL AND part-time
openings as a World Book
representative. Ex-
ceptional income op-
portunity. No sales ex-
perience necessary. For
'interview appointment
call 365-3451 between 8:04-
10:00 mornings or 6:00-
10:00 eVenings. ( L-72)
CAR HOPS, FOUNTAIN
GIRLS. KITCHEN
HELP. Apply in person at
Sonic Drive Inn, 17 mile
North of 'Stewart
Stadium, Hwy. 641 North.
10. Business OpportJnity
WANTED: ELECTRIC
piano , player. Also
vocalists-prefer female.










local work on irregular
basis. No investment.
Shop 'ncheck, Box 28175,
Atlanta, Ga. 30328.




Sunday. Call 647-6179, Mid
Tawner Motel.
CLEANING AND pressing
shop. Located in good
south east Missouri city.









you can earn your own set
of World Book and
Childcraft plus generous
commissions in your




available in all counties.
No previous sales ex-
perience necessary. Write
to Barbara Van Hooser,
Route 3, Princeton, Ky.
42445 or phone 365-3451
between 8:00-10:00 a. m.
(T-59)
12. Insurance






bedroom suit. Queen size
bed. Box springs and
mattress, triple dresser,
$200. Antique oak bed, $60.
Singer sewing machine,
cabinet, $125. Call 753-
8463.
FORMICA TOP table and






THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your pld Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see




SINGER TOUCH and Sew
- in like new condition.
Push button bobbin and so
forth. Sold new over $250.









14. Want To Buy
COINS-AMERICAN Gold,
silver, or copper. Buy or
sell. Estate appraisals.
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232.




Admiral 23" black and
white TV. Black-face
Johnson CB radio, Call
489-2199.
SEE CUSTOM-BUILT
Portable Buildings for all
your storage needs.
Prices start at $368.00.
Sizes from 8 x 8 thru 20 x
24. AlsO Lake Cottages,
Boat Docks, Patios, and
Greenhouses. Located on
Hicks Cemetery Road.
One mile South of Cherry
Corners off Highway 121
South.
BE GENTLE, be kind, to
that expensive carpet,
clean with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer.
Big K, Bel Air Shopping
Center.
ONE MAN'S 27" 10-speed
bike and 26" Woman's 3 -
speed bike. 3 year old 41"
side by side refrigera(or-
freezer, $150 and 2 year
old 30" Westinghouse
electric range, $100. Call
753-3559 before 7 p. m.
Saturday or after 6 p. m.
Sunday.
TOMATO STAKES, 10
cents each, Bean poles, 25
cents each. Firewood, $10
a rick. Call 753-9618. ,
TOMATO STAKESA4", 15
cents each. 'Redman
Stake (7ompariy, Hwy. 94
E., Murray.
16. Home Furnishings







and sweeps to fit all
cultivators, Get our price
before you buy, Vinson
Tractor Co., 753-4892
FOR SALE - one dinette
suit with 4 chairs, $20. 30"
gas range, $25. Baby
swing, $5. Call 492-8644.
-iritLVET --GREEN - tolich .
Chair, Kirby vacuum.
frostless freezer, green
oat dishes, walnut bed.
489-2181






FOR SALE: bicycle, man's
21" 10-speed. Browning
Grade I. ,Many extras
included. Ridden 50 miles,
new condition. Call 753-
5813.
FOR SALE: Larson model
166 fiberglass boat. Blue
and white with top. Side
curtains, stern curtain,
100 h. p. Evinrude motor,
Little Dude galvanized
trailer and many extras.
Ready to go. Call 436-2203.
14' RUNABOUT, 40 h. p









Antique Mall, 4th &
Murray,Sycamore,
Kentucky.
27. Mobile Home Sales
SENDER BASE guitar
with velvet lined hard
shell case, like new. Also
amplifier with two 15"
speakers. Will sell
separate or together. Call
753-1609 or after 6 p. m.
753-4469. Ask for Steve.
SILVE-RTONE electri
organ, double key ., -For















Mobile home double wide,
3 bedroom, completely
furnished, 11 acres land,
all tendable. Creek runs
through center, all fen-
ced. Located on Coles
Camp Ground, 3 miles
from city limits. Sell or
trade for 2 or 3 bedroom
house in town. Mobile
home $9,000 or 11 acres
11,000 or together $18,500:
Call 7534133.
' - - - -
28. Heating & Cooling
27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 52 HOMEITTE. 2
Bedrooms with carpet.
Only $2800. See at Fox
Meadows, E5.
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
elec trit;, central- nir
conditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
Homes highway 94).
5000 BTU air conditioner,
$75. TV antenna, com-
plete ,with rotar leadja
wires. $50. Call 753-6329.
AIR CONDITIONER,












Roby Sales, Benton, Ky.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME, large-
trailer on waterfront lot.
Rent by week or month.
Call 436-2427.
12 x 90, 2 Bedroom, air
conditioned, water fur-
nished. Couple or two
boys. Call 753-0957.
MOBILE home 10 x 42 nice,
located near university,










Water, lawn mowed and
garbage pick-up fur-
nished. $50 deposit and
$125 per month. Call 753-
2377.
12 x 50 MOBILE home, I
mile from city limits on
Mayfield Road. Private





31. Want To Rent
ONE TOW BAR or will hire
someone to tow one car
from Paducah. Call 753-
0066 before 2 p. m.
32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-















ments for boys or girls,
summer and fall
semesters. Also ef-
ficiency apts. for girls.
Phone 753-5865 days, or
753-5108 after 6 p.m.









nished, all electric heat
and air conditioned, very





screen color TV for sale.
Call 753-3864 or 753-6944.
THREE ROOM un-
furnished apartment. On
one side with elderly
woman. Must be elderly
couple, retired. Some
utilities furnished. $30.




Apply at 1414 Vine.
THREE ROOM un-
furnished apartment. On
one side with elderly
woman. Must be elderly
couple, retired. Some
utilities furnished. $30.
Call 753-6173 or 753-4522.
MURRAY MANOR - All












Where one is 62 or over If your
net worth is less than $5,000 not
counting furniture or car and
qualify, the government will pay
a thee portion of your monthly
rental. New I and 2 bedroom
apartments in Murray Manor,
Central air conditioning and







College Farm. Couples or




utilities paid. Air con-
jegLca1753-.2741_
MO BEDROOM apart-






















June 1st Call 753-9741.





South 16th St. 753-6609.
FURNISHED HI M AI for
rent. Call 753-1387. Across
from university.
14 Houses For Rent
FOUR BEDROOM house,





only. $150 per month.
Available June 1st. Call
753-2835 days, 753-2376
after 5 p. m.
HOUSE FOR RENT - three
bedrooms, two baths, den.
living room, large kit-
chen, carport, spacious
yard, convenient shop-
ping center within 2
blocks. Call 7624288 days
or 753-2211 after 5_.p. in.
FOR SALE four Jersey

















































































































































































































IT PAYS 70 ADVER77SE ADVERT/SE WHERE II' PAYS...
34. Houses For Rent
LARGE HOUSE, furnished
near University. Ideal for
3 or 4 college students
Call 753-3493.
36. For Rent Or Lease
TRAILER SPACES,
Mobile Home Village,
now has 2 vacant spaces.
Near university, small
quiet court. Phone 753-
3895 or 753-3482.
FOR RENT - Private lot
on Roberts Estate. 100 x
200 ft. $30 per month.
Hook-up for trailer. Call
753-9143 after 2 p.m. or
763:4655.
37. Livestock - Supplies
FOR SALE.- 6 feeder pigs
Call 753-2817.
PERFORMANCE
TESTED 1-2 and 34 blood
Simrnental, Maine-Anjou,
Limousin and Chianinia
bulls for sale. All bulls
ready for service. Also '2
blood Limousin and
Chianinia cows calving.
364 blood calves in April
and May. Broadbent
Farms, Cadiz, Kentucky.




Bernard puppies. 6 weeks
old. Call 753-4793.
ONE IRISH Setter, male




6 weeks old, cheap. Males












miles out of Tr -City Turn
right on 83, first house on
left past stop sign, about





sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call




Bedroom, 2 bath, brick
veneer at Coldwater.
Central electric heat and




ESTATE, 105 North 12th
or call 753-8080.
44. Lots For Sale
6. Homes For Sale








Qualifies for full $2,000
tax credit. 753-9208.
47. Motorcycles
FOR SALE- 1973 Honda CB
350. $700. Call 753-6641.




• FOR SAL& 1975 Harley
LOT FOR SALE in 5r- -Davidson Sportster XLH
wood Eorrest. Call 753- 1000. 700-miles. Newibike.
7122 Call 474-2346.
FOR SALE 5 large






water, all weather streets
and lake access. Any lot
may be purchased for $10
down and small monthly
payment. Phone 436-5320
or 436-2473.
45. Farms For Sale
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom, newly
redecorated inside and,'
out, new carpeting, on
acre lot. One car garage.
Two miles from Murray.
Call for appointment. Call
753-4931.
BY OWNER, 40 acres, 16
acres tillable, with 750 lb.
Burly base, 700' gravel
road frontage suitable for
house or trailer lot. Would
make good cattle farm. 14
miles from Murray, just
off Ledbetter Church
Road. Call David King,
753-8355 or 753-8356.
WILSON INSURANCE,
Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you to call 753-3263
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate.
SPRING SPECIALS--






located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
cOrne by our office. we
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
NICE TWO bedroom house
at 1416 Vine, ideal for
young couple or elderly
couple. 753-9761.
THREE ACRES land, six
room house, double
carport. Call 753-9378, 753-
7494, or 753-7263.
46. Homes For Sale
HOUSE AND I acre lot. 5
rooms with bath down-
stairs, 2 rooms upstairs.
Garage and outbuilding,
in Hazel, Ky. Call 492-
8271.
hOUSE AND 8 acres. 3
Bedrooms, 2 baths, living
room, dining area, den
with fireplace, kitchen,
utility room, workshop
and outbuildings. Call 436-
5511.
BY OWNER, lakefront
home, phone 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. 753-9868 6 p.m. 10 10
p.m. 753-6145. ."
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom brick-one year
Ott. Living room, kitchen-
den, 12 baths, fully
carpeted, central heat
and air, double car
garage. One block from
Murray High School. 753-
2659 or 753-8012.
NICE WATERFRONT
cabin. 3 new homes in
city. Startin mid 20s.
Some eligible for tax
rebate. Call Bill Page,
753-3672.
SIX ROOM brick house,
bath and garage, 2 large
bedrooms, one acre lot,
city water, Also good
well. Electric heat, air
conditioner, carpeted,
dish washer, fireplace
set. Is mile west of city
limits, Highway 94.











bedroom brick - one year
old. Living room, family
room, kitchen-den, 11.2
baths, fully carpeted,
central heat and air,
double car garage. One
block from Murray High
School. 753-2659 or 753-
8012.
Soybean Growers











jumbo saddle bags, faring
windshield, 1700 miles.
Like new J. D. Garland
328-8398.
FOR SALE 1971 Model
CL100 Honda, $150.00. Call
354-6691.
9. Used Cars & Trucks
1972 GRAND PRIX, ex-
cellent condition. Must
sell. Going overseas. Call
753-2864 after 5 p. m.
1969 DATSUN truck. Call
753-9819.
1908 FORD truck, 250
series. Heavy duty with 4-
speed transmission.
Price: $600. Call 753-0165.
1970 MUSTANG, 2nd
owner, low mileage, good
condition. See at 507 S. 7th
Street.
ONE 1956 T-Bird, one 1957
T-Bird. Ran out of
storage. See Bob Cook at
Hazel. No phone calls.
DUNE BUGGY, fiberglass
body. Built in California,
is nice. Price $950. Call
753-0165.
1959 CHEVROLET
PICKUP, new paint, new
tires, new set wire spoke
hub caps. Call 437-4596.
FOR SALE: VW camper
van. Complete with two
room attachable tent
Excellent condition. See
after 5 p. m. Saturday-
Monday, back of Ezell's
Beauty School, North 4th
Street.
GRAIN TRUCK, 1950 1'2
ton Chevrolet. Good
condition. $350. Call 435-
4487.
1970 FORD CORTINA. 4-
cylinder, automatic, like
new. 29,000 miles. $800.
Call 753-0428.
1953 CHEVROLET pickup.
Body and motor good
condition, $275. Call 489-





reverse. 2 G-60 Super mag
tires, 25 feet 4" cast steel
pipe, 200 foot 4' weld wire
fence. 16 steel posts, 4
barrel intake for 350




steering. $200. Call 753-
4055.
1960 STUDEBAKER Lark,
$75. 16' Boat, 35 h. p.
Johnson engine, $250.
Sailboat with new sail,
$100. Call 382-2791, Tri
City, Ky.
1971 PONTIAC Catalina, 4-
door, 33,000 actual miles.
$1595.00. Call 753-4624




automatic with. air, new
tires, brakes, and shocks.
45,000 actual miles, one
--i'wnee-r-IFJ00. 15.
Runabout Owens boat,
with 85 Mercury 6-
cylinder motor with




• • .• - • ••••••• woo • ec
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l'ANI) 11-115, POCTOR, 15 MY ATTORNE-f.
HE'S INTERt.STED IN MY GALL s-ioNE/
-roo.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1967 DA'TSUN wagon. Call
753-2340.
1971 VOLVO, 1800 ES
sports coupe. Immaculate
condition. Leather in-
terior, new semperit steel
radials, stereo tape deck,
AM-FM stereo radio,
Lucas driving and fog
lights, overdrive, 27-30
MPG highway driving.




Power and air. $1950. Call
753-6108.
1973 340 DUSTER. Silver
with black stripe& Air
conditioned, air shocks,
power brakes and
steering. $2100. Call 753-
0100 before 5 p. m. and
753-3484 after 6 p: m.
JEEP CJ.-3A, new paint,
good mechanically, good
tires, Call 753-5532.
1973 GRAND Torino Sport.
Air and power. Excellent
condition. Call 753-6795.
CLEAN 1470 red Nova, 307
engine, $1050. Nice 1970
Maverick, $895. Good 1966
Dodge, 2-door $375. Call
489-2595.
1973 MG convertible. Call
753-4707.
1967 MUSTANG. Call after









Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, '2 mile east














after 5 p. m.
MODERN DRAIN cleaning
service-clogged up sinks,
toilets, bath tubs, sewers.
Electric sewer machines.
Repairing of water lines
and faucets. Call 436-2490.
EXPERIENCED
ROOFER will do build-up
roofing and water
proofing. Free estimate.
Will also mow lawns. 753-
4465.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or


















free estimate, call 437-
4790 or 437-4712.
ROY HARMON'S Car-






Phone 753-4124 or 753.0790
nights.
RELIABLE BABYSIT-
TER. Can give referec-
nes. Also want to buy
small pigs. Call 436-2255.WILL DO sewing in my 
home. Call 753-8730.
WILL DO BABYSITTING








ditions, any type of flame
improvements. Free
estimates. 436-5840.
GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, roto-




reasonable rates Call 753-
1387.
D.C.'S ROOFING--new







Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimate.
WILL DO bush hogging,
vacant lots clipped. Call
753-5737 or 753-5576.
HINMAN'S RENTALS:
Roto tillers. hedge Shears,
carpet and tile tools, wet
and dry vac. scrubbing
and polisher, chain, jig,
sawzall, and cutoff.saws.
Furniture dollies, jacks,
auto, sewer tools, and etc.











Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8181 after 7 p. m.
CARPENTER WILL do
additions, remodeling,





storm windows and doors,






same as mill finish
windows for limited time
Aluminum Service Co.,
Will Ed Bailey, 492-8897 or
Bobby Lawrence, 492-
8879
Take The Backache Out Of
Mowing Your Lawn.
Try our Complete Lawn Care Service
*mowiNd *TRIMMING 'EDGING
*RAKING 'PRUNING
BWH Lawn Service Co:
436-2432
, Please Call after 600 p. m
PASCHALL PLUMBING &
ELECTRIC. Well pump
repair service. Call 753-
5674. :
NEW OR OLD, remodel
and repair. Brick, block,
tile, and pea gravel
walks. See James
Hamilton. 753-8500.
WILL CARE FOR children
























mowed? Ask for Brett at
753-7853.
WANTED ELDERLY
ladies to room and board
with couple in their home,
who are nurses aids with
many years experience in
care of the elderly. For
information and
references write P. 0.
Box 32s, Murray, Ky.
42071.
53 Feed And Seed




puppy. Will make a
wonderful child's-pet. Call
436-5420.





The Sign May Be Down
But
We are still here. We may not knim much
about hanging signs but we sure can
make MARBLE. So come on over on
South 9th Street. Just stop where you see
the dismantled sign. . . That's Us.
Thornton Tile
& Marble
"Quality That Will Please"
612 So. 9th 753-;)719
Newburg Road: 3 bedroom house with new
masonite siding, gas furnace. Situated on 8
acres. Only $19,200.
Lynn Grove Rd. - 3 bdrm., 1 bath brick
veneer, central electric heat and air,
fireplace, carpeting, on 3 acre lot.
Off Highway 121, 3 bdrm., 2 bath, brick
veneer. Central electric heat and air. Formal
dining area. Many closets. On acre lot.
$39,500.
Near Bel-Air Shopping Center, 3 bdrm., brick
veneer has den, formal dining room, large
living room, wall to wall carpeting, many
closets. Only $25,500.
Quality bi-level brick veneer home in Sher-
wood Forest on beautiful .9 acre lot. Four
bedrooms, three baths, central gas heat, elec-
tric air, formal dining area, fireplace, two car
garage, large redwood deck.
On Catalina - 3 bedrooms, one bath, brick
veneer. Has electric heat, carport, partially
fenced yard. Wall to wall carpet, $21,000.
Smithwood Development - 3 bedroom frame
home has electric heat, carpeting, on 2 acre
lot. Only $17,000.
1202 Sycamore Street - three bedroom, one'
bath, 1102 story. Gas heat, large corner lot
near shopping center, grocery. Only $19,000.
Quality home in Gatesborough - four
bedroom brick, two full baths, and two half
baths. Central gas heat, central electric air
conditioning, fireplace, carpeting, gas grill,
many built-ins, large lot.
Hazel, Kentucky - 301 Gilbert Street. Four
bedroom, one bath, frame house on lot 85 x
440, suitable for trailer court. Investigate
today. Only $9500.
Coldwater - Neat two bedroom, one bath,
brick veneer and stone house. Electric wall
heat, separate garage with work room. Lot
120 x 180. $22,500.
Beautiful home at Coldwater - 4 bedroom. 2
baths, has nice dressing room off master
bedroom. Central heat and air. Many extras.
Great buy at $39,500.
Possession with deed on this nice house at
1300 Kirkwood three bedroom, two bath, brick
veneer with central gas heat, intercom, wall
to wall carpet, fireplace, has patio, partially
fenced yard and one car carport.
Nice two bedroom, one bath, brick house on
lakefront lot at Panorama Shores. Has 8' x 16'
concrete floating dock. $26,500.
Conveniences of city living in a country at-
mosphere, Route 8, Murray. Two bedroom,
one bath, stucco on paved road. Has gas heat,
some carpet, fireplace. On nice sized lot.
$15,950.
1806 Sherry Lane - three bedroom, two bath,
brick veneer, central electric heat and air,
shag carpet, fireplace, tower antenna, built in
1974, $37,500.
1509 London Drive, five bedroom, three baths,
brick, has electric heat and air, central
vacuum system, intercom, automatic garage
door, basement. This quality built home is on
nice size lot.
412 Sycamore - three bedroom, one bath,
newly remodeled house, has gas heat, car-
peting, near shopping center. Just $12,000.
Newly remodeled four bedroom, two bath,
---- brick verleel . at 1002 oak fttit-Drtve, mural'
heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, many
built-ins, walk out basement, landscaped
yard. A real buy. 105 North 12th Street
This house just right for summer living-large
brick patio with wood fence and gas grill,
three bedrooms, two baths, brick veneer, cen-
tral heat and air, central vacuum system,
1605 Magnolia. $34,500.
Highway 121 West - 27 acre farm ( 22 acres
tillable) with five bedroom, two bath, brick
veneer house. Fireplace, carpeting, central
heat and air, double garage with automatic
opener. $66,780.
508 South 11th - three bedroom, one bath,
story frame. Central gas furnace. Good
location near grocery and shopping center.
$16,500.
810 Bagwell Blvd. - three bedroom, two
baths, brick veneer. Central heat and air,
wall to wall carpeting, and many built-ins,
two car garage with automatic door opener. A
real buy at $39,500.
218 South llth Street - four bedroom,
asbestos siding house. Electric wall heat, two
window air conditioners, carpeted. Lot 51 x
180. $16,000.
1608 Parklane - 3 bedroom, 1I-2 bath, brick
veneer. Central electric heat and air, car-
peting. Range, dishwasher, draperies in-_
eluded. Only $30,500.
of Coldwater -:- income property -
Brick veneer duplex - live in one side - rent the
other -$32,000.
Near University - 2 bedrooms, 1 bath stucco
home with electric heat. Just $16,500.
Looking for home and businesslogether' This
is it - 4 bedroom home with large block shop.
Yard is fenced and has lots of shade - all this
and 2 acres just $19,500.
On olc1,641 N. we have a 2 bay garage which
has 2 two bedroom apartments upstairs. Good
possibilities for $35,000.
3 Miles from city lirnts - duplex on one lot or
buy the whole minor subdivison of 4 ad-
ditional lots. $34,000.
Just listed on Poplar Street - good income
potential-house has 3 apartments and 1 fur-
nished efficiency apartment. Only $30,000.
Looking for a vacation home? We have It
One of many-2 bedroom frame with gas heat,
half basement, wall to wall carpet, double
...arport and access to water front.
Reduced to $27,500.00. Four bedroom,. two
bath, brick veneer at 503 N. 7th. Street.
Fireplace, lots of storage, book shelves,
newly redecorated.
1415 Dudley Drive - Almost new three
bedroom, two bath, quality brick veneer
home with all the extras you'd expect -
fireplace, central electric heat and air, wall to
wall carpeting, entry hall, large den, built-in
range, disposal, dishwasher and exhaust fan.
Double garage with automatic opener. Prime
Location.
Just reduced - Sherwood Forest - brand new
three bedroom, two bath, brick veneer house
Hugh recreation room, entry hall. deep shag
carpeting. Central electric 'heat and air.
Qualifies for tax rebate. Just $34.900.
North 16th Fixtended, 3 bedroom, 1'z bath,
brick veneer home with fireplace, wall to wall












Mrs. Nadine Faulkner, 63,
Mayfield Rt. 4, died at 3 a. m.
Friday at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
Services are scheduled today
at two p. m. at Mt. Olive United
Methodist Church with Rev.
Larry Breedlove and Rev.
David Reed officiating. Burial
will be in Mt. Olive Cemetery
Mrs. Faulkner is survived by
a son, Larry Faulkner of
Mayfield Rt. 4; two daughters,
Mrs. Armetha Ridenour of
Mayfield Rt. 4 and Mrs. Pam
Smith of Wingo Rt. 2; two
sisters, Mrs. Roy Clark and
Mrs. Earl Wilson, both of
Mayfield Rt. 4; three brothers,
Jess, Bill and Hardin Kennedy,
all of Mayfield Rt. 4, and four
grandchildren.
Friends may call at Hopkins




Dr. Lloyd W. Ramer and
Bishop H. Ellis Finger, Jr., will
be the speakers at 8:45 and
10:50 a. m. services respec-
tively on Sunday, June 1, at the
First United Methodist Church.
At both services Dr. Joe
Prince will sing a solo, "I Will
Sing New Songs of Gladness."
The Chancel Choir, directed by
Paul Shahan with Mrs. Richard
Farrell at the organ, will sing
the anthem, "Benedictus
Esdomini" at the 10:50 a. m.
service.
The first session of the
Memphis Annual Conference
will be held Sunday night with
the First Church, Murray, as
host and will continue for four
days.
The Junior and Senior High
United Methodist Fellowship
Youth groups will not meet on
Sunday.
High school graduates from
the First Church this year are
Ginger Gilliam, Wesley
Furgerson, Lynn Hewitt, Eli
Alexander, Jr., Phil Byrn,
Janice Baggett, Norita Ann
Cassity, Tim Philpot, Starlyn




Jeannie Hendon, Nancy Fitch,
and Jana Jones.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 359.1,
no change.
Below dam 307.2, no change.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 359.0,
• down 0.1.
Below dam 315.6, no change.
Sunset 8:08 p. m. Sunrise 5:39
a. m.
MSU Alumni Charter
Cruise Scheduled June 8
The second annual charter
cruise for Murray State
University alumni aboard the
Belle of Louisville, the last
remaining authentic
Mississippi River-style stern-
wheeled steamer, will be held
Sunday, June 8.
Mancil J. Vinson, director of
alumni affairs at Murray State,
said the 7 to 11 p. m. moonlight
cruise will originate at River
Front Plaza, Fourth and River
Road, in Louisville. The 61-
year-old steamer will cruise up
the Ohio River to Twelve-Mile
Island and return.
Reservations are being ac-
cepted for the cruise, which will
include a catered dinner of old-
fashioned barbecue and en-
tertainment, according to
Vinson. He said the entire
package costs $7.50 per person.
President and Mrs. Con-
stantine W. Curris will be on
hoard . to greet guests, on the
cruise.
Owned and operated by the
City of Louisville and Jefferson
County, the Belle has become
widely known as a result of the
Annual Great Steamboat Race
with her arch-ri4l, the Delta
Sermon Subjects
By Aro. pale Are
Listed For Sunday
Bro. John Dale, minister of
the Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ, will be the speaker at
the 10:40 a. m. and six p. m.
services on Sunday, June 1, at
the church.
"What Is Your Creed?" will
be the morning sermon topic
with the scripture from Romans
10:9-10 to be read by Steve
Howard. Prayers will be led by
Alvin Chapman and Paul Kelly.
The evening sermon topic will
be "Graduating With The A. U.
G. Degree" with Eddie Rogers
to read the scripture from II
Timothy 2:15. Willie Frances
and Aubrey Hatcher will lead in
prayers.
Jerry Bolls will direct the
song service and Earl Nanny
will make the arrangements.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Steve Herndon
and Alan Jones. Serving the
congregation for June will be M.
G. Richardson, Richard Duke,
Edward P. Thomas, Donnie
Winchester, Billy Nix, Jerry
Humphreys, Ted Allen Howard,
and Mack Harris.
Serving on the Extension
Department this week will be
James Herndon, Earl Steele,
Webb Caldwell, and Roy
Harmon.
Nursery assistants for June
will be Helen King, Lou Mc-
Dougal, Ruby Herndon, Bar-
bara Jewell, Joan Huniphreys,
Peggy Carraway, Sue Adams,
Betty Housden, and Robbie
LaMastus.
Queen out of Cincinnati. Held
the Wednesday evening before
the running of the Kentucky
Derby in early May, the ace
attracts thousands of spectators
along the banks of the Ohio.
Built in 1914 in Pittsburgh and
commissioned as the Idlewild,
the vessel was later renamed
the Avalon and finally the Belle
of Louisville after it was pur-
chased at public auction by the
Jefferson County Fiscal Court
in 1962.
Vinson said reservations for
the cruise may l* made by








-If Hell Could Speak" will be
the subject of the sermon by
Rev. Jerrell White, minister of
the Memorial Baptist Church,
at the 10-.50 a. m. services on
Sunday, June I, at the church.
His scripture will be from Luke
16 : 19-31.
The ordinance of The Lord's
Supper will be observed at the
morning service.
The Sanctuary Choir,
directed by Bro. Ron Hampton,
minister of music, will present
special music.
At the evening service at 7:30
Rev. White will speak on the
subject, "A Biblical Desqription
of the Devil." Special music will
be presented.
Church School will be at 9:40
a. m. and Church Training at
6:30 p. m.
High school graduates were
recognized in the service on
May 25 and were honored with a
luncheon at the Pastorium after
morning worship. They were
Brad Barnett, Vickie Cathey,
Mitchell Cunningham, Kathy
Halford, Kathy Higginbotham,
Janie Lamb, Steve Meadows,
Vicki Roberts, Tony Rogers,
and Jim Thomason.




SALZBURG, Austria ( AP) —
The program of the 1975 Salz-
burg Festival, July 26 to Aug.
30, will include 17 concerts by
the Vienna, Berlin and Israel
philharmonic orchestras, the
London Symphony and the Aus-
trian Radio Orchestra.
Richard Strauss's -Woman
without a Shadow," conducted
by Karl Boehm, will open the
festival. Also scheduled are Mo-
zart's -Marriage of Figaro"
and a new production of Verdi's
"Don Carlos."
There will be solo perform-
ances by Emil Gilels, Alexis
Weissenberg, Maurizio Pollini
and Itzhak Perlman.
To The Voters Who Chose
To Vote For
Bill Sullivan
As The Democratic Nominee
For lieutenant Governor
We appreciate
your vote of confidence
and that you along with us
will be pleased that you
cast your ballot for this man
of stature and integrity.
Please continually consider
Bill Sullivan's accomplishments
and the influence that
he will be exerting
in the Kentucky Senate.
All of the Workers For
Bill Sullivan in Calloway County
MARSHALL COUNTY
LIBRARY
Architect Gayle McGregor of the Paducah Architectural firm of L. P. S. Associates was recently
presented the First Annual Architectural Award of the Southeast Lathing & Plastering Bureau, an
eleven state construction industry regional service organization.
McGregor and his firm received this top award in the face of stiff competition throughout the
southeastern United States for their work on the design of the new Marshall County Public Library
located in Benton.
Architect McGregor was honored for his imaginative and innovative use of age old materials in a
modern new concept that provided the residents of Marshall County wit,h a beautiful, safe, per-
manent structure at modest cost.
Making the award to McGregor were Lynn I assiter, the Murray, Kentucky lathing and plastering
subcontractor involved in the construction of the Marshall County Library, and Gene Erwin, director
of the SEB of Atlanta, Georgia.
Air. . . iContinued from
But Train said the 1970 Clean
Air Act which required the set-
ting of these standards and
fixed the mid-1975 deadline has
brought about substantial im-
provements in air quality and
paved the way for further prog-
ress.
Train has asked Congress to
leave the original deadline in
place, but to give him greater
flexibility in forcing the pace of
clean-up efforts.
"The nation has made signifi-
cant progress in cleaning up
the air — there is no doubt
about it — but there is still a
long way to go," Train told re-
porters.
For example, Train esti-
mated that emissions of smoke
and dust have been reduced by
some 79 million tons per year
since 1970, with about 13 million
tons still to be suppressed.
Out of the target reduction of
25 million tons a year of sulfur
oxides, Train said, reductions
totaling some 16 million tons
have been achieved.
In automobile emissions, he
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said, the goal was a 65 per cent
reduction of hydrocarbons and
carbon monoxide in 1972
through 1974 cars, compared to
pre-1968 models.
Reductions of 40 per cent
were achieved in the 1972 mod-
els, 50 per cent in 1973 cars,
and 60 per cent in 1974 cars in
actual use, Train said.
The goal for 1975 cars has




NAIROBI, Kenya iAPi. —
Kenya will have one of the big-
gest and most modern airports
in Africa when construction of
the new facility is completed
here at the end of next year.
The new $52-million complex
will cater to four million pas-
sengers a year. The present
airport is currently able to
handle 1.25 million passengers
a year and is one of the busiest
on the continent.
The new airport will have fa-
cilities to handle 100,000 tons of
goods a year, and will also be
able to handle 3,000 passengers
an hour.
Bro. G. T. Moody
To Speak Sunday
At Local Church
Bro. G. T. Moody, minister of
education of the First Baptist
Church, will be the speaker at
the 10:45.a. m. and seven p. m.
services on Sunday, June 1, at
the church.
Assisting in the services will
be Homer Miller, deacon of the
week, and Bro. Edward T.
Walsh, minister of youth.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Bro. W. Rudolph Howard,
minister of music, will present
special music at both services.
Sunday School will be held at
9:30 a. m.
Volunteer nursing workers on
Sunday morning will be Mrs.
Bill Adams, Jr., Mrs. Gene
McCutcheon, Mr. and Mrs. Ron
Wright, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Newell, Miss Beth Outland,
Mrs. Calvin Morris, Mrs.
Wilburn Farris, Miss Mary
Lynn Morris, and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Witkowski.
Vacation Bible School will be
held June 9-13.
Country Club Members To
Vote On Clubhouse Plans
A general membership
meeting of the Murray Country
Club has been called for 7:30
p.m. Monday, June 2, for the
purpose of determining
guidance • for the board of
directors in proposed capital
outlay improvements in the
club's physical facilities.
Last year, the board was
authorized by the membership
to construct a bathhouse, an
addition to the present
clubhouse building and to make
various other improvements at
a cost not to exceed $100,000.
The plans presented at that
time included a two-story ad-
dition to the clubhouse.
The bathhouse has been
constructed and is in use,
although its final cost exceeded
its estimated expenditure.
Because of this and increased
costs in building materials it
has now been determined that
the proposed improvements will.
exeeed the CitilirTil
stun.
As an alternative, a single-
story addition to the clubhouse
is being considered, the cost of
which would not exceed the
level of the originally
authorized expenditure.
According to President
Richard Knight, the mem-
bership, either by their
presence or by proxy vote, will
be asked to decide whether to
proceed with the two-story
addition as originally planned
with an additional expenditure
authorization, adopt the
alternative plan for the single-




was approved by the directors
at their last regular meeting,
that of Charles and Nancy
Walston, 1510 Oxford Drive.
Dr. David C. Roos
TO Speak Sunday
Dr. David C. Roos, pastor of
the First Christian Church, will
speak on the subject, "Rejoice,
The Lord Is King," at the 10:45
a. m. services on Sunday, June
1, at the church.
The Church Choir, directed by
Mrs. William Porter with Gary
Galloway as organist, will sing
-ttre—ormettr: —TreThffirTri -
Heaven" by Clokey.
Dan McKeel will be worship
leader with Bruce Marvin as
candle lighter. Greeters will be
Mr. and Mrs. Del Fleming, Mrs.
Kent Forrester, and Mrs.
Robert Hopkins.
Elders serving will be James
Rudy Allbritten and Henry
Holton. Deacons will be Jim
Clopton, Terry Hart, Mike
Holton, Fred McCord, Ron
Mitchell, and Auburn Wells.
A Great Big Thank You
From
Dwane Jones
I want to thank each of you for the confidence you placed in
me in my race for Circuit Court Clerk. I have personally ex-
tended by congratulations to the winner, Mrs. Shea, and again
wish her a long and happy tenure in the office.
I would also like to say to each of the other candidates that it
was a pleasure to run with each of you, and to congratulate you
on the high-level, clean campaign that you ran, all the can-
didates ran on the basis of serving the public, which is the way a
campaign should be run.
I will always remember meeting all the people of Murray and
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